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ABSTRACT

METAL ORGANIC CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION OF InGaN ALLOYS ON
NANOWIRE SUBSTRATES

Chandrashekhar Pendyala
November 2011

Rising environmental concerns due to our rising population ad energy demand
along with our excessive dependence on fossil fuels has created an urgent need to find
clean, renewable and carbon free source of energy. Photoelectrochemical (PEC) water
splitting is a clean and carbon free process where hydrogen is produced from water and
sunlight using a semiconductor. To date, no material has been found that meets the
stringent requirements of band gap, band edge positions and stability for spontaneous
water splitting. It is however possible to use two materials to meet the criteria. In this
regard, InGaN alloys with indium rich composition are interesting materials. However,
very little is understood about the synthesis of thick

(~

200-300 nm), single crystal

InGaN layers for PEC applications.
Heteroepitaxial growth of InGaN films on planar substrates induces phase
segregation due to stress. Here, we proposed to investigate the role of nanowires as strain
relaxing substrates to mitigate phase segregation. GaN nanowires with controlled

v

orientation and small diameters were synthesized on various substrates by controlling the
temperature and material f1ux to control the nuclei formation. The mechanism to control
the growth mode using equilibrium solubility was validated with the III-Sb system.
InGaN layers with controlled composition were synthesized on the GaN
nanowires in a custom built MOCVD reactor. The InGaN layers are single crystalline,
without any phase segregation. It was observed that only nanowires with diameters < 30
nm led to the observation while nanowires with larger diameters

(~

100 nm) act as planar

substrates resulting in polycrystalline growth. The heteroepitaxial growth was observed
to evolve from initial InGaN islands coalescing into single crystalline shell on the GuN
nanowires. Morphology of the InGaN shells was observed to depend on the orientation of
the GaN nanowire substrates with c-GaN nanowires resulting in hexagonal shell while
a-GaN nanowires had rectangular shell.
We also investigated a novel material system GaSbN using theoretical techniques
for its applicability toward PEC water splitting. The electronic structure of GaSbN
system with dilute antimony was investigated using theoretical simulations. Results
indicate that only very small antimony content

«

10%) is required to achieve the right

band gap. Most importantly, the band edges of GaSbN alloy seem to straddle the water
splitting potentials that makes it a potential direct water splitting material.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic of the band bending and the water splitting
process in a semiconductor under illumination. Generation of electron
hole pairs is followed by the separation of charges to the two electrodes
where the complimentary water redox reactions occur. The barrier causes
the majority charge carriers to flow to the counter electrode and the
minority carriers drive a reaction at the semiconductor electrode. Oxygen
evolution occurs on the a) l1-type electrode while hydrogen evolution
occurs on a b) p-type semiconductor surface.

6

Figure 1.2: Schematic of the straddle required for a material to drive the
water splitting reaction. For an n-type material, the electrons would drive
the hydrogen evolution reaction and holes with act to drive the oxygen

8

evolution reaction.
Figure 1.3: Schematic of the various compensatory architectures for
PEe water splitting. a) Two semiconductor p-n cell. b) PV compensated
PEe tandem cell and c) Dual PV metal electrode cell.
Figure 1.4: Dual material PEe cell designs a) Schematic of a PEe cell
with a p-type and n-type electrode. Minority charges from each electrode
drive the two water splitting reactions. Materials must be selected such
that the minority band edge straddles one of the redox potentials.

Xl

9

b) A stacked electrode where the materials have to be selected with proper
conductivity type and band alignment such that majority carriers are
transported without barriers to the back contact and minority carriers are

11

transported to the surface.
Figure 1.5: Schematic illustrating the advantage of nanowire architecture
over planar thin film in terms of increased surface area available for reactions
and smaller length scale for minority carriers to reach the surface (reducing

13

recombination).
Figure 1.6 a) Schematic of the ideal nanowire growth pattern on metal
substrates. The vertical arrays would help in a uniform growth of the
InGaN layers. b) The central GaN nanowire core would be coated with a
sing:e crystalline shell ofinGaN of the desired band gap (composition).
Finally, a protective coating can be grown on the InGaN to protect from

16

any corroSIOn.
Figure 2.1 Schematic of the band alignment of the double sided CdSe and
CdS coating on the lnO nanowire arrays. The two materials act as visible
light absorbers and inject electrons into the lnO scaffold

73

.

Similar approach

of sensitization has also been studied for lnSe on lnO nanostructures 75
which showed much improved performance under visible light illumination.
Figure 2.2 Schematic of the reaction processes in a) MBE and b) MOCVD
growth. In MBE, the pure metal atoms impinge onto the substrate and react
on the substrate at high temperature to form the product. b) In MOCVD, the
reactive precursors start reactions and partial pyrolysis form adducts and

xu

21

particles in gas phase. The surface rel1ctions are carried out by adducts
(adatoms) that are not pure metal atoms which then have different
reaction properties and diffusion rates than in MBE.

27

Figure 2.3 Generic schematic of the MOCVD growth process showing

29

the different growth regimes.
Figure 2.4 Phase diagram of the InGaN alloy system showing the immiscibility
gap. The binodal curve shows the instability of the alloy extending throughout
the composition range. The dashed spinodal line is indicative of spontaneous
segregation. Although narrower in spread, runs through the entire composition.
Under the normal synthesis conditions, the alloys with 40-55% indium
composition are thermodynamically unstable

43

.

32

Figure 2.5 Dark field TEM images oflnGaN layers on GaN with a) 12%
indium showing a weak speckled contrast and b) 22% indium showing
bands with higher contrast 133 .

36

Figure 2.6 Schematic of the mechanism of the formation of "v" defects
on InGaN quantum wells a) led by the stacking faults (at high indium
content) and b) by the threading dislocations from the substrate into the
epl. Iayers 137 .

38

Figure 2.7 Manifestations of strain relaxation in InGaN films on GaN substrates.
a) Formation of displaced triangular sections due to slip along the planes
b) formation of dislocation half loops via the introduction of misfit
dislocations.

39

Figure 2.8 Manifestations of strain relaxation in InGaN films showing
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the role of dislocations in the substrates. a) Propagaticn of dislocations
from the substrate into the growing film forming pyramidal pits for growth
on regular substrate while b) Formation of periodic array of misfit
dislocations for growth on ELOG grown films.

40

Figure 2.9 Observed morphology oflnGaN growth on GaN substrates.
a) Small pits formed due to the opening of dislocations at the
InGaN/GaN interface. b) Large pits running all the way into the GaN layer,
formed due to the opening of the dislocations at the GaN/Sapphire
interface. c) pits formed due to thermal erosion.

42

Figure 3.1 Schematic of the reactor illustrating the heater, substrate and
source material position. In the case of GaN powder synthesis, only gallium
metal was placed on the susceptor while for c-GaN nanowires, GaN powder
along with the substrate and for a-GaN nanowires gallium metal and the
substrate were used.

50

Figure 3.2 Schematic of the reactor illustrating the heater, source and
substrate set up for III -Sb nanowire synthesis.

50

figure 3.3 Schematic illustrating the instrument and principle of Diffuse
Reflectance measurement.

54

Figure 3.4 Schematic of the spot pattern formation in SAED.

56

Figure 3.5 a) SAED spot pattern from the GaN nanowire in b) tilted to
[100] zone axis.

57

Figure 3.6 Schematic of the formation of discs in CBED.

58

Figure 3.7: a) is a sample CBED pattern from the bright spot on a GaN
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59

nano'vvire in b).
Figure 3.8 Schematic of the appearance of the electrode after the glass
sheath is attached and all the epoxies are applied and cured.

60

Figure 3.9 Schematic of the illuminated OCP measurement to check the

61

photoactivity of the sample.
Figure 3.10 Schematic of the three electrode set up used for photocurrent
measurements. InGaN/GaN on stainless steel is the working electrode and
a platinum wire is the counter electrode with a AgiAgCI reference electrode.

62

Figure 4.1 Schematic of the MOCVD reactor system. The precursor delivery
system is equipped with independent controls for the supply of four precursors.
The reaction chamber is a water cooled stainless steel vessel. The gases enter
from the top via a showerhead for uniform precursor distribution onto a
substrate heated using an induction heater.

64

Figure 4.2 Schematic of the precursor delivery system.

67

Figure 4.3 is the schematic of the bubbler and the gas pressure and flow
control setup used to control the precursor flux.
Figure 4.4 a)-b) Schematics of the top plate of the reaction chamber.
Two isolated concentric groves are made in the plate. The plate has
two isolated chambers for water cooling (connections at the top) and showerhead
via a perforated stainless steel plate (opens at the bottom). c) and d) are the
schematics of the bottom plate showing a similar water cooling chamber as
well as the teflon sleeve for a vacuum tight sealing of the copper tube of
the induction heater. The separation between the showerhead (fixed) and

xv

69

the substrate is changed by moving the heater assembly.

71

Figure 4.5 Schematic of the reaction chamber with the heater assembly
showing the chamber, the showerhead, the substrate placement the Teflon
sleeve holding the copper tubing containing the copper coils for induction
72

heating using the circuit box at the bottom.
Figure 4.6 Schematic of the vertical stagnation flow system showing the
flow pattern of the precursors from the showerhead to the substrate.
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Figure 4.7 Meshing of the symmetric half of the reactor. The regions of
interest (close tothe substrate and walls) are meshed tightly and the volume

77

is under a relaxed mesh.
Figure 4.8 Representative 3-d plot showing the dependence of growth rate
as a function of the parameters described in table 4.2. All the plots have
temperature in the x and distance from the center of the substrate on the y axis.

79

Figure 4.9: Comparison of growth rates of GaN as a function of material flux.
The flow rate of carrier gas N2 was increased three times from 5 sccm to 15
secm. A linear change in growth rate is observed.

80

Figure 4.10 Comparison of growth rates as a function of temperature.
The growth rate shows a very little increase with temperature (almost
constant at small separation distances) with the effect being pronounced
at higher pressures and at larger distances from the center of the substrate.

82

Figure 4.11: Effect of substrate showerhead separation on the growth rate
and uniformity of deposition. The growth rate drastically drops from 0.5 inch
to 1.5 inch at the center but is almost constant at the ends of the substrate.
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84

Figure 4.12 SEM images of the InGaN growth on GaN nanowires showing
the effect of substrate and showerhead separation on the growth rate. The
growth at a) 4 inch separation is only 100-125 nm in 15 minutes while the
growth at b) 1 inch separation is about 250-350 nm thick for the same
duration. The scale bar in the images is 500 nm.

85

Figure 4.l3 Growth rate plots at different separation, pressure and temperature
for 5 sccm N2 flow.

87

Figure 4.14 Growth rate plots at different separation, pressure and temperature
for 15 sccm N2 flow.

88

Figure 5.1 Schematic illustrating the process sequence of catalyst assisted
VLS growth. The catalyst droplet causes the cracking of the gas
phase species and dissolution of the growth species and further
dissolution causes supersaturation. Precipitation occurs at the liquid
substrate interface leading to the tip led growth of a nanowire.

90

Figure 5.2: SEM micrographs of the two different nanowire growth
modes. a) Tip led growth of silicon nanowires. b) Bulk nucleation of
bismuth nanowires out of one gallium droplet.

91

Figure 5.3 Binary phase diagrams of a) Ga-Si and b) Au-Si depicting the
very small and large eutectic compositions in the two systems.
Figure 5.4 Phase diagram of the Ga-Sb system. The three regions are
marked for being very different in eutectic composition and equilibrium
solubility to study the role of the same in controlling nanowire growih
mode. Region 1 and region 3 are the two eutectics at excess gallium and

XVll

92

excess antimony regions. Region :2 is markeC. as the mnge for gallium
93

tip led grovvth.
Figure 5.5 a) SEM micrograph of the GaSb nanowires synthesized on
quartz substrates under antimony rich conditions. b) Magnified view
of the GaSb nanowires showing the tip. c) High resolution TEM image
of the nanowire showing the single crystalline nature of the nanowire.
d) FFT pattern of the nanowire showing the <101> growth direction.
e) Raman spectrum of the GaSb nanowires showing the characteristic
229 cm- l peak. 1) NIR PL emission from the GaSb nanowires showing
peak at 0.73 eV the characteristic band edge emission of GaSb175.

95

Figure 5.6 TEM EDS line scan along the GaSb nanowire and the tip.
The nanowire is GaSb with equal and uniform distribution along the
length while the tip is almost pure antimony and very little residual
gallium in the same proportion as the eutectic composition.

97

Figure 5.7 Estimated critical nuclei diameters for GaSb system for
various antimony compositions. Regions 2 and 3 with the large
equilibrium solubility have large critical nuclei sizes and region 1
with low solubility has much smaller critical nuclei size.

99

Figure 5.8 SEM EDS elemental map ofGaSb nanowire. The absence of
antimony at the tip and it showing up in the gallium map is a clear
indication of the tip being pure gallium. The scale bar is 1 ~lm.
Figure 5.9 Phase diagram of the In-Sb system showing the two
eutectics

(~1 %

solubility in indium rich conditions and 32% solubility
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in the antimony rich region).
Figure S.l 0 SEM micrographs of the as synthesized InSb nanowires
where the tip led growth is clearly evident. The scale bar is 100 nm.

102

Figure 5.11 SEM EDS elemental map of InSb nanowire showing excess
antimony at the tip indicating an antimony tip led growth of the nanowires.
103

The scale bars are 100 nm.
Figure 5.12 Template for process and substrate selection for controlled
growth of GaN nanowires. Metal substrates can always be used to grow
nanowires using the developed process window whereas nanowire
growth on semiconductor or insulators is heavily affected by the
wetting behavior of gallium.

105

Figure 5.l3 SEM micrograph of a) "c" plane and b) "a" plane oriented
GaN nanowircs synthesized on stainless steel.
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Figure 5.14 SEM micrographs of "a" plane oriented GaN nanowires
synthesized on quartz substrates.

107

Figure 5.15 SEM micrographs of "c" plane oriented GaN nanowires
grown on copper substrate.

107

Figure 5.16 SEM micrographs of"c" plane oriented GaN nanowires
synthesized on GaN substrate

108

Figure 5.17 SEM micrographs of"c" plane oriented GaN nanowires
synthesized on silicon substrate.

108

Figure 5.18 SEM images of the coiled GaN nanowire morphology of
GaN grown using copper tips. The nanowires are lOs of microns in length

XIX

aed 10-50 nm in diameter. The coil

i..~ou!d

be the result of constant

copper droplet instability on the growing nanowire.

110

Figure 5.19 SEM images of the copper catalyzed GaN nanowires showing
the straight nanowire growth suitable for vertical array format. The nanowires
are

~

100 nm in diameter and 2-5 Om in length. Faceting of the tip is clearly
III

evident.
Figure 5.20 SEM images of the branched growth on straight GaN
nanowires. The branches are also copper tip led with diameters in the
10-20 nm range. The branches are straight to some length and then bend
120 0 possibly due to droplet instability.

112

Figure 5.21 HRTEM images 0rthe 1200 bent GaN nanowire branch.
The arm as well as the bend does not have any stacking faults/kinks.
The orientation of the nanowire is preserved as GaN has a six fold
symmetry which also could be the reason for the observed bend angle
of the nanowire.

113

Figure 6.1 SEM micrograph of the evolution oflnGaN growth a)-c)
c-GaN and d)-f)

a-GaN nano\vires. Island growth, coalescence

followed by a shell formation is the general observation. The hexagonal
islands grow along the length of the c-GaN nanowires while growth is
perpendicular to the length in the case of a-GaN nanowires.
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Figure 6.2 Compilation of the XRD peaks obtained from the synthesized
InGaN alloys. XRD peaks from GaN and InN are included to show
that the peaks lie within the two composition extremities.

xx
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Figure 6.3 Compilation of all 6e band gaps

mca~ured

on the InGaN

samples measured via diffuse reflectance the band gaps of all
the InGaN alloy compositions from 0.7 eV to 3.4 eV.

120

Figure 6.4 Representative HRTEM image of the InGaN growth on GaN
nanowire. InGaN layer has a larger lattice constant that the GaN nanowire

122

as indicated in the figure.
Figure 6.5 Sample SAED spot patterns obtained from InGaN layers on
GaN nanowires. The difference in the patterns is the relative separation
of the spots which is indicative of heteroepitaxial structures with different
lattice parameters. Presence of only two identical symmetric sets of spot patterns

123

shows single crystalline growth.
Figure 6.6 Representative SAED pattern with an intensity profile showing the
two sets of peaks. Peaks closer to the center are InGaN and GuN peaks are
farther from the center. Spots chosen are within the red rectangle in the

124

SAED pattern.
Figure 6.7 Compilation of the intensity profiles from the SAED patterns.
All the measurements are normalized wrt GaN peak. The increased spacing
of the InGaN peaks from the GaN peak is a measure of the increasing
shift in lattice constant translating to increasing indium content InGaN alloys.
We have synthesized InGaN alloys from InN all the way to GaN. Each
InGaN peak is labeled with two numbers. The first is the estimated
Indium content measured from the peak positions and the
second number is the composition measured from TEM EDS.
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Figure 6.8

TE.~v1

EDS elemental map of InGaN rrowth on "c" plane

oriented GaN nanowire. The nanowire is clearly visible in the gallium map
and leaves a conspicuously blank pattern in the indium map. The uniform
distribution of gallium and indium is clear in the maps. An image of the InGaN
islands on GaN nanowire is also included for comparison.
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figure 6.9 TEM EDS elemental map oflnGaN growth on "a" plane
oriented GaN nanowire. The nanowire is clearly visible in the gallium
map and leaves a conspicuously blank pattern in the indium map.
The uniform distribution of gallium and indium is clear in the maps. An
image of the InGaN islands on GaN nanowire is also included for comparison.
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Figure 6.10 Measured lattice parameters of InGaN, GaN and InN via
CBED. The measured compositions show that on nanowires from one sample
there is a minor composition variation and overall it matched with that measured
from other techniques. All the measurements are consistent with the
characteristic wurtzite cia ratio 1.6.
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Figure 6.11 SEM micrograph of the extremely high density of GaN nanowires.
The density gradient increasing from the top to the bottom (substrate surface)
131

is also shovv'n.
Figure 6.12 SEM micrographs of the variation in InGaN growth as a
function of the distance from the top demonstrating the shielding of the
precursor f1ux reaching the lower layers due to the high density of the
nanowires. The wires on the top layer have a uniform conformal coating
but the growth tends to be more scattered and island like in the middle
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regions. At the lower region, close to the substrate, there is practically
132

no gro\\<1h of InGaN.
Figure 6.13 Schematic of the hexagonal GaN crystal structure. c-GaN
nanowires have a hexagonal cross section bounded by six non polar (l0-1O)
facets while a-GaN nanowires have a rectangular cross section bounded
by alternating pairs of polar (0001) and non-polar (10-10) facets.

134

Figure 6.14 Schematic of the growth mechanism ofInGaN growth on GaN
nanowires. a) InGaN growth on a-GaN nanowires leads to a nonpolar hexagonal
shell on the nanowire while b) growth on a-GaN nanowire leads to the
formation of a semi-polar shell on the nanowire.
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Figure 6.15 SEM micrograph of the InGaN growth on GaN nanowires.
Islands with different sizes are shown indicating that the islands form at the
very initial stages followed by the island growth at constant aspect ratio.

140

Figure 6.16 Schematic of the two possible views of the hexagonal pyramidal
islands. The base is equal to 1. 72 times the lattice constant "a" when only
two facets are visible whereas the measured base would be twice the lattice
constant "a" when three facets are visible.

140

Figure 6.17 Aspect of the pyramidal islands of different sizes and
different InGaN compositions. Number of facets of the pyramid visible
in the plan view controls the ratio. The steps form a pyramidal shape at
very initial stages and grow in size maintain the aspect ratio. The size of the
pyramids has been measured from < 5 nm (smallest) to > 100 nm (largest),
corroborating our proposed growth mechanism.
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Figure 6.18 Iiluminated open circuit potential (photo-voltage) measurements
on InGaN layers on GaN nanowires. The potentials become more
negative upon illumination which indicates the materials being n-type.
The measured OCP is constant over time reflecting on the stability of
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the material.
Figure 6.19 Photo current measurements on the InGaN/GaN electrode.
Potential scan was performed from 1V to -0.5 V vs OCP at a scan rate of
10mV Isec. Photo current onset occurs at about 0.45 V wrt AgiAgCI. All the
measurements were conducted at an illumination intensity of 100m WIcm 2
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Figure 6.20 Photocurrent obtained in two samples prepared under the
same conditions. The reduced current in the second sample indicates a
high resistance contact.
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Figure 6.21 Photo current as a function of illumination intensity. A
linear increase is observed with illumination intensity indicating
that the carrier generation is the limiting step.
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Figure 6.22 Test of stability of the electrode over time. The
photocurrent is almost constant over a period of 5 hrs which indicates no
degradation of the material.
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Figure 6.23 SEM images of the nanowires (a) before and (b) after
PEC testing. The InGaN layer needs to be tested for composition to
determine the extent of photocorrosion if any.
Figure 7.1 a) Optimized 72-atom wurtzite GaN supercell with two substitutional
Sb atoms (in green). b) Optimized 48-atom zinc blende GaSb supercell
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with two substitutional N atoms (in blue)ICJ6.
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Figure 7.2 Calculated band gaps for GaSbx"I\Jl-x and GaSbl_xN x alloys as a
function of concentration l96 . Experimentally reported band gap values for
GaSbl-xN x alloys are also included for comparison.
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Figure 7.3 a) Calculated band structure, allowed optical transitions and b)
PDOS for the GaSbxN I _x (0.05 < x < 0.06) alloyl96.
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Figure 7.4 A qualitative comparison of the band edge of GaSbN alloys
wrt the hydrogen and oxygen water splitting potentials. The GaSbl_xN x
band edge positions are plotted using values from literature whereas the
GaSbxN I-x values are the calculated values in this stud y l96. It is evident that the
GaSbxN I-x alloy straddles the water splitting reaction potentials.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Energy and Environmental Challenges

The demand for energy has been on the rise since the beginning of industrial age.
According to the US Department of Energy, the energy demand has risen from 0.7 TW in
1900 1 to 14 TW in 2005 2 and according to the current trends, the demand is projected to
double by 20503 . The heart of the problem is that the primary source of our energy supply
is fossil fuels: coal, natural gas and oil. It has been estimated that 87% of the total supply
of energy in 2005 was from fossil fuels 3 . Coal and natural gas are primarily used for
heating and electricity generation while the liquid hydrocarbon fuels are used for
transportation applications. Current known resources of coal and natural gas are
estimated to last for atleast 118 years 4 at the current rate of usage. Estimations of how
long the hydrocarbon fuels will last is flawed as there is much speculation over the actual
reserves and the currently discovered reserved but the currently available reserves are
expected'to last for another 50 years. This however is a debatable figure with reports of
discoveries of new non-conventional reserves.
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Problem with these numbers is the geographic and dynamically changing
demographics that are leading to a very unstable geopolitical situation. The major
producers are not the major consumers 5,6 which along with very unstable governments in
countries with major oil reserves make the whole situation very volatile. This situation is
strained further by increasing world population7 wherein the majority of the increase is
concentrated in India and ChinaS which creates a supply and demand imbalance. It is also
a concern for USA in terms of energy security as it has only about 3%6 of total oil
reserves and is the highest energy consumer in the world 9 with increasing energy use.
The numbers would be a little different in the rest of the world but specific to USA,
petroleum accounted for 47% of the total fossil fuel based energy consumption with coal
and natural gas accounting for 27% and 26% respectivelylO.
Burning of the fossil fuels releases copious amounts of C02 and CO which are
greenhouse gas that causes global warming. Hence, an increased dependence on fossil
fuels translates to increased greenhouse gases emission. Industrialized countries as well
as rapidly growing economies ll are putting immense strain on the natural balance by
pumping huge amounts of C02 12,13

•

Hence, the dwindling fossil fuels along with the

associated environmental problems make it imperative to look for alternative sources of
energy.
The available alternative sources 14 of energy are solar, wind, tide, geothermal and
nuclear. Of these, nuclear energy is promising but concerns related to safety and spent
fuel handling limits its mass acceptance. Geothermal energy is natural but is very location
specific and only a very small fraction can be extracted profitably15. Similar cases can be
made out of hydro, tidal and wind energy where they can be useful only in specific
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locations and are also intermittent. Such systems can be an aid to the grid but cannot be
solely depended upon.
Out of all the sources, solar energy is the most widely available and inexhaustible
source and is in so much abundance that it can provide for all the energy needs of the
world. The vastness of solar energy hitting earth can be estimated by the fact that the
energy from sun in a year will be twice as much as the "TOTAL" energy from all
available reserves of non-renewable sources of coal, oil, gas and uranium combined l6 . In
other words, solar energy reaching the earth surface is 89000 TWI7 compared to the
current usage of 14 TW and will be able to handle any projected increase in demand.
There are a variety of ways of utilizing solar energy. The most widely used is solar cells
where the sunlight is directly absorbed by a semiconductor material to create electron
hole pairs which are then separated to generate electricity. This is a direct way to use
solar energy and has met with considerable success. However, the intermittent nature of
sunlight makes it imperative to have a solar cell in conjunction with an efficient energy
storage auxiliary to store energy during daytime for use when light is not available. Also,
a direct current (DC) is generated in a solar cell which has to be converted to alternating
current (AC) which leads to 4-12% lossesl 8 .The most important limitation for portable
applications of solar cells is the where the limited cell area and the high energy density
required for transportation. Solar cells can be used to charge batteries for transportation
but changing the entire infrastructure for battery driven transport is not feasible as the
battery technology is still in development phase with very limited range of operation and
are slow to charge. Also, solar thermal can has been studied to be a viable option but it
requires expensive high temperature resistant materials, is geographically limited and
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cannot be used for transportation 19 . A prudent route would be to use an alternate high
energy density fuel with minimal carbon footprint.
Solar energy can also be used to create a reactive system where high energy
density fuels can be synthesized as energy carriers. The created fuels can be used on
demand for various applications. Solar energy can be used to create hydrogen from H20
or methanol from CO 2. Of the two available options, a hydrogen based economy has been
shown to be viable20 as H2 is clean and if used in a fuel cell is completely free of carbon.
The methanol cycle involves carbon which is not the complete solution to the problem.
Hence, using hydrogen looks to be one of the most promising options.

1.2 Issues with hydrogen production

In the current HYDROCARBON economy, petroleum is used as the primary fuel
for all energy needs. Combustion is the main reaction where copious amounts of carbon
dioxide and carbon monoxide are always produced apart from many other undesirable
gases.
Hydrogen has long been regarded as the solution to the problems associated with
our excessive dependence on fossil fuels. The finite availability of the primary fuel coal
was recognized as early as 1874 by Jules Verne where he made the comment that "water
will be the coal of the future,,21 hinting on the use of hydrogen derived from water
electrolysis. The use of hydrogen (derived from water) as a transportation fuel was
22
suggested in the 1930s by Rudolf Erren with the goal to reduce automotive emissions
and reduce oil imports into England. As early as 1973, Francis Bacon suggested the use
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of hydrogen as an energy storage system23 . Although hydrogen was being looked as an
alternative to fossil fuels very early in the game, lack of required technology, the huge
availability of oil along with the ever growing need for fuel to maintain the rapid
industrial growth meant that fossil fuels took were preferred. It was only the realization
that fossil fuels lead to excessive pollution and greenhouse gas emissions that sent
scientists scrambling for clean and renewable energy alternatives. John Turner has made
some very thorough and insightful points in his commentary on sustainable hydrogen
production where he points out the systemic problems with some hydrogen production
methods and suggests some options to move forward towards a hydrogen economy20.
Hydrogen is clean, abundant and when used in fuel cells to generate electricity is
carbon free. However, the current production methods are the reason people are skeptical
about large scale implementation of hydrogen based technologies. Current hydrogen
production methods include steam reforming and water-gas shift reaction as shown in
equations 1.1 and 1.2
1.1

1.2

As seen in the reactions, carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide are also produced
that add to the carbon footprint. This defeats the purpose of using hydrogen with the
motivation of using a clean fuel. The idea of an onboard reforming system coupled with a
fuel cell for transportation application was rejected since the cost of producing hydrogen
by reforming is low at industrial scale but becomes substantial at the small scale for
portable applications 24 . Hence, cost and non-zero carbon emissions make this approach
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impractical. Hydrogen is also produced from sources other than fossil fuels. Biomass
reforming and water electrolysis are the most popular in this regard. Biomass reforming
again is a carbon based process which apart from the carbon based emissions also creates
novel issues. The cultivation of biomass will become more expensive with the increase in
commercialization. Also, this approach also has the same issues with large scale storage
and transportation for portable/transportation solutions. Water electrolysis is a direct
method where water molecules are split into the constituent gases by passing electric
current. Electricity from any source can be used to drive the process. Since water
electrolysis in an energy intensive and inefficient process, utilizing energy from grid
makes the entire process 3 to 10 times more expensive than hydrogen produced from coal
and natural gas25 .
Solar Cells can be used to provide the electricity needed to drive the reaction but
the process with one photovoltaic and an electrolytic component becomes a balance of
system problem with reduced efficiency whereas a direct system with photocatalyst to
directly split water would be more efficient26 ,27. Water can also be split directly at high
temperatures (1000-1200 C) by a SOLARTHERMAL process. The system requires
materials that can withstand temperatures close to 2000 C making it very expensive due
to the exotic materials needed. Recently, the development28 of a novel membrane reactor
technology has reduced the temperature constraints. 100 m2 of solar thermal system can
produce 1 kilogram of hydrogen per hour. However, the technology is still in
development and needs complex solar tracking and high precision and quality reflectors
to attain the temperatures. Point being: it is still a very small scale and localized
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production system and a very costly one at that, still retaining all the storage and
transportation issues.
All the methods of hydrogen production discussed so far are either expensive,
inefficient or carbon intensive. The main arguments against the hydrogen economy are
the means of hydrogen generation and storage technologies. The current methods are still
hydrocarbon dependent or are too expensive. Also, they are heavily reliant on extensive
balance of systems. New carbon independent methods need to be developed to enable the
hydrogen based systems viable. One of the most promising solutions that merit
discussion is photoelectrochemical (PEC) water splitting.

1.3 Photoelectrochemical water splitting
1.3.1 PEe water splitting: Basics

PEC water splitting is a process where a semiconductor material generates charge
carriers upon illumination which then drive the water splitting process. Before going into
the details of the process, it is important to understand the basic phenomena of
semiconductor electrolyte interface. The system consists of a semiconductor electrode
and a metal counter electrode immersed in an electrolyte solution. The bands (conduction
and valence) of a semiconductor are flat when not in contact with another material (liquid
or solid). In this state, the position of the Fermi level, closer to the conduction or the
valence band, is determined by the material being n or p type.
Once the semiconductor is immersed in the electrolyte, the Fermi levels
equilibrate i.e. charge balancing occurs. An n-type semiconductor, where the Fermi level
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is closer to the conduction band, loses electrons into the electrolyte. This effectively
moves the Fermi level down. Since the position of the bands is pinned at the
semiconductor-electrolyte interface, as shown in the schematic 1.1, band bending occurs.
The amount of bending is a function of the dopant density in the material as well as
separation of the two Fermi levels. For an n-type semiconductor, since the Fermi level
moves down upon equilibration, the bands bending as shown in figure 1.3aa is termed as
upward. As the electrons migrate into the electrolyte, the charges balance and there is a
field now to prevent any more electron transfer into the electrolyte. A similar process
occurs for p-type semiconductors where the band bending is downward as the Fermi level
has to rise at equilibration as shown in figure 1.1 b.
In a semiconductor, electrons are in the valence band and the conduction band
states are unfilled. Upon excitation by energy equal to or greater than the band gap, the
electrons from the valence band cross over to the conduction band to an excited state. As
the electrons leave the valence band, to counter the induced charge imbalance, holes are
generated in the valence band. There are as many holes in the valence band as there are
excited electrons in the conduction band. Now, the electrons have to relax since they are
excited. The relaxation process requires transfer to a lower energy state. The electrons
can recombine with the holes in the valence band by releasing energy equal to the band
gap which is known as luminescence.
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(a)

n-type

(b)

p-type

Figure 1.1 Schematic of the band bending and the water splitting process

III

a

semiconductor under illumination. Generation of electron hole pairs is followed by the
separation of charges to the two electrodes where the complimentary water redox
reactions occur. The barrier causes the majority charge carriers to flow to the counter
electrode and the minority carriers drive a reaction at the semiconductor electrode.
Oxygen evolution occurs on the a) n-type electrode while hydrogen evolution occurs on a
b) p-type semiconductor surface.

The water splitting process involves using the excited electrons in the conduction
band and the holes in the valence band to drive the water splitting reactions. If the
transport through the material is fast enough wherein the electronslholes move to the
other electrode and drive the water splitting reaction, the loss due to recombination is
prevented. Equation 1.1 and 1.2 show the water splitting reactions
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H20 + 2h+ -7 2W + Yz O2

1.1

2H20 + 2e- -7 20H- + H2

1.2

The two redox reactions have to be driven simultaneously and the gases evolve at
the two electrodes depending on the conductivity type of the material as shown in figure
1.2. A careful look at the process makes is very clear that the semiconductor is the most
important part of the entire system. A semiconductor must satisfy a number of band gap,
band edge and transport criteria to be considered a potential PEC water splitting material.
An insightful review on the PEC water splitting process and the state of the art has been

presented by T Bak and co-authors in their review article on water splitting29 .

-1

Conduction band

o Hydrogen evolution reaction potential
1

Oxygen evolution reaction potential
2 Valence band

Figure 1.2 Schematic of the straddle required for a material to drive the water splitting
reaction. For an n-type material, the electrons would drive the hydrogen evolution
reaction and holes with act to drive the oxygen evolution reaction.
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1.3.2 PEe water splitting: material criteria

Since the demonstration of photoelectrochemical water splitting by Fujishima and
Honda3o using Ti0 2 electrode, researchers have been focused on new materials and
devising novel integration techniques for generating H2 from water. The goal has always
been to achieve spontaneous (unassisted) water splitting directly from sunlight.
Thermodynamically, the conversion of one molecule of H20 into H2 and 112 O2 under
standard conditions has a free energy change

(~G)

of237.2 Kllmol. According to Nemst

equation, this converts to a ~Eo = 1.23 Y. Upon illumination, the generated electron hole
pairs should have energy at least equal to 1.23 eY so that they can drive the reactions.
However, the losses at the electrode interfaces require about 1.7 eY energy difference
between the generated electrons and holes in a material to drive the water splitting
reaction. Hence, a semiconductor should have a band gap greater than 1.7 eY to generate
charge carriers with sufficient energy.
However, from a practical standpoint, the energy spread of sunlight plays the
controlling role in the selection of band gap. Maximum sunlight is in the energy range of
1.7 to 2.2 ey31. Hence, it is prudent to use the maximum energy input available to
maximize the water splitting efficiency. A direct band gap in the 1.7-2.2 eY range would
be a good choice as the maximum solar energy would be available for absorption. Direct
band gap allows for the maximum absorption as indirect band gap requires absorption of
a phonon as well which makes the process inefficient.
Apart from the band gap, the band edges of the material must have the right
energy positions wherein the charge carriers can drive the water splitting reactions 32. The
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band edges of the material should straddle the water splitting reaction potentials. As
shown in the schematic in figure 1.2, the conduction band of the material should be
higher than the hydrogen evolution reaction potential and the valence band should be
lower than the oxygen evolution potential. The straddle gap is the extra energy for the
charge carriers to drive the reactions.
Overall, a material should have a direct band gap in the 1.7 - 2.3 eV range with
the band edges straddling the water splitting reaction potentials. However, these criteria
deal with the carrier generation aspect. There are other factors such that actually
determine if the material would really work to split water. In a water splitting cell, the
semiconductor is the working electrode and a platinum wire is the counter electrode.
Upon illumination, the semiconductor absorbs the energy and generates electron hole
pairs. The charge carriers would recombine releasing energy if they are not separated.
The semiconductor should have excellent charge transport properties wherein the
generated majority charge carriers can be transported from the generation sites to the
counter electrode via the back contact.
So far, the criteria involved material properties that would allow a material to split
water efficiently. The final criteria address the practicality of the material for long term
device application. For large scale acceptance of the material for water splitting, the
material should be stable in the solution. Most materials with the band gap < 2.3 eV are
unstable in solutions and the materials that are stable have a wide band gap that limits the
amount of solar energy absorbed.
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1.3.3 PEC water splitting: Challenges

Finding the right material is the main problem in the challenge for spontaneous
water splitting. So far, no material, neither the binary systems33 ,34(limited by their
discrete properties) nor the ternary systems33 ,35 (band gap can be tailored with
composition between the band gaps of the two binary extremities) has been found that
can satisfy all the criteria. The materials have either too small or too large band gaps
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and if the band gaps are in the right range, the band edges do not straddle wherein extra
energy is required to drive the water splitting process. Hence, it is imperative to look for
new materials as well as develop new device structures that can make use of the existing
materials.
Apart from the direct PEe water splitting using a single material that fits all
criteria, compensatory designs can actually be developed so that materials that are
partially suitable can be used. In their pioneering work on PEe water splitting using Ti0 2
electrodes30, Fujishima and Honda, mention that using a "p" type semiconductor as the
other electrode instead of platinum may increase the water splitting efficiency. This also
points to the need to alter the PEe water splitting cell configuration to achieve higher
performance. This is a direct means to remove the expensive metal electrode as well as
provide additional carriers at the other electrode to drive the reaction with better
efficiency.
The problem with most materials is that the band edges do not straddle. This can
be compensated36 ,37 externally by connecting a potential source using a solar cell to
supply the additional energy required.

Tandem PV -PEe cell architecture38 can be
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incorporated to internally compensate the required energy which would need choosing
materials with the right band edge positions. The various compensatory architectures are
illustrated in figure 1.3. A single material cell would be the preferred alternative as the
architectures37 shown in figure 1.3, although work, need a careful selection of materials
and the competing reactions have also to be suppressed.

(b)

(a)

p-type

N-type

(c)

,...p

,...PV
mol. 1 " ' JDod..

""

i /

mf lal
ca lJlCtd,.

obmlc

Figure 1.3: Schematic of the various compensatory architectures for PEC water splitting.
a) Two semiconductor p-n cell. b) PV compensated PEC tandem cell and c) Dual PV
metal electrode cell.
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1.4 Materials of Interest

Our interest spans the search for a single material direct PEC water splitting
system (figure 1.2) as well as a compensatory system wherein two different materials or p
and n type of the same material can be used to spontaneously drive the water splitting
process (figure 1.3 a). GaN is a wide band gap material that straddles the water splitting
potential windo~9 and has been shown to have excellent stability in aqueous solutions.
A GaN based ternary alloy is hence expected to have similar properties of its starting
material. This is the basis for our interest in InGaN as a potential PEC material. InGaN
has a tunable band gap from 0.8 eV to 3.4 eV. Although projections of band edges of
InGaN show it does not straddle the water splitting potentials, it can be used in a
compensatory architecture for water splitting as it has excellent absorbing characteristics.
InGaN can be used in two material system as well as tandem architectures. Two
electrode systems with p and n type materials can be devised wherein minority band edge
of each material straddles one of the water splitting reaction potentials. A combination of
n-Ti02 and p-GaP has been shown to split water without the need for any external bias4o .
However, the efficiencies will be limited due to the high band gap of Ti02 . As shown in
the schematic in figure 1.4, InGaN alloys with 2 eV band gap can be used as the oxygen
evolution electrode as the conduction band is positive to the hydrogen evolution
potential. A complimentary material needs to be selected which has the valence band
negative to the oxygen evolution reaction.
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(b)

(a)
n-type

p-type

to counter
electrode

t

Figure 1.4 Dual material PEC cell designs a) Schematic of a PEC cell with a p-type and
n-type electrode. Minority charges from each electrode drive the two water splitting
reactions. Materials must be selected such that the minority band edge straddles one of
the redox potentials. b) A stacked electrode where the materials have to be selected with
proper conductivity type and band alignment such that majority carriers are transported
without barriers to the back contact and minority carriers are transported to the surface.

Alternatively, as shown in the figure l.4b, a stacked structure can also be
developed. Here, material selection is very critical as misalignment can cause
recombination at the interface as seen in the SilTi02 core shell nanowire structure41 . The
band edges have to be matched such that the majority carriers flow to the back contact
and minority carriers flow to the surface.
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A similar band gap tailoring can be achieved in GaNSb system and it is' our other
system of interest. Composition based properties will be estimated theoretically to
determine the composition for the required band gap of 2 eV and the band structure will
be calculated to check for straddling. GaSbN can be one of the complementary materials
for dual material system with InGaN if the band edges are in the right position. This is a
further motivation to estimate the electronic structure of GaSbN accurately.

1.5 Interest in nanowires

Nanowires are the frontiers of modem technology. Apart from directly evident
advantages of huge surface area enhancement for the same device area compared to thin
films, nanowires also offer enhanced single crystalline charge transport pathways. Figure
1.4 shows the schematic comparing nanowire and planar architecture. For light
absorption, penetration depth is defined as the minimum thickness of film required for
carrier generation which is a direct derivative of the absorption coefficient of the
material. Also, as seen in figure 1.5, in thin films, the generated carrier has to travel
enormous lengths much larger than the carrier diffusion length (before recombination)
which leads to losses due to recombination. In nanowires, light can be absorbed along the
length providing the absorption and the generated carriers can be effectively separated as
the minority carriers have to travel very small distances (radius of the nanowire) to reach
the surface and perform the reactions while the majority charge carriers can be
transported to the back contact through the single crystalline nanowire core. It has
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actually been estimated that device perfonnance improves when nanowires are used
instead offilms42.

large Carrier
di usion leng h

Small diame er
- Sh art Carrier
diu sian leng h
Length - ( / 0. )
ore Icien
I igh absorp ion

Figure 1.5 Schematic illustrating the advantage of nanowire architecture over planar thin
film in tenns of increased surface area available for reactions and smaller length scale for
minority carriers to reach the surface (reducing recombination).

Another issue that makes nanowires more interesting is the problem in synthesis
of single crystalline ternary alloys. lnGaN has been known to be an unstable system43 at
the required high indium content (for 2 eV band gap) and synthesis of thick films has
always been observed to result in phase segregation44 and fonnation of dislocations 45 .
Synthesis of lnGaN on heteroepitaxial substrates is always hampered by lattice mismatch.
This leads to build up of strain energy in the growing film that is a function of the
thickness and the lattice mismatch with the substrate. Critical thickness is the thickness of
the film where the energy in the film increases to the point where it becomes favorable to
segregate into indium rich and gallium rich phases or growth of dislocations. A material
of lattice constant af growing on a substrate of lattice constant
equation 1.1
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as,

the misfit is given by

1.1

The elastic strain energy per unit surface of a film of thickness "t" of a material
with Poisson's ratio "v" and shear modulus "~" is given as 46
1.2

As the thickness of the film increases, the strain energy also increases according
to equation 1.2. The formation of indium rich quantum dots47 and phase segregation is a
common feature in InGaN thin film growth48 ,49. Nanowires have been shown to have
efficient strain relaxing properties. It has also been calculated that the critical thickness
for phase segregation to occur is much larger in the case of nanowires than thin films 50
which is a testament to the enhanced strain relaxing properties of napowires 51 . The strain
induced by the shell can be shared by the small diameter core which could act as a semirigid substrate. Very recently, silicon52 , iron oxide53 and branched54/Core shell Ti0 2/Si 41
nanowires have been studied for their light harvesting and PEC water splitting
performance and have shown promising performance. Shell growth on nanowires can
also be used to passivate surface states to improve charge optical properties55 •
Synthesis of InGaN nanowires has only been reported only via halide CVD 56 ,57
and others were limited to a maximum indium content of 30% which is not suitable for
PEC water splitting 58 . Growth of InGaN on nanowires has also been attempted for
quantum wells 59,6o « 10 nm) which are too thin for light absorption as well as layers on
thick GaN nanowires61 (nanowire diameter> 100 nm) where phase segregation was
observed. The regime of growing InGaN films on thin GaN nanowires has not been
investigated.
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1.6 Our approach

Synthesis of thick InGaN alloy films on planar substrates has been a problem due
to phase segregation. Nanowires on the other hand have inherent advantages in surface
area and charge transport due to their aspect ratio and have been shown to have excellent
strain relaxation properties. Our study is geared towards studying the heteroepitaxial
growth process of ternary InGaN alloys on GaN nanowires. We propose that nanowires
of reasonably small diameter would act as compliant semi-rigid substrates that would
accommodate a part of the stress on the growing InGaN film, helping in mitigating phase
segregation.
Towards this objective, the first step is the controlled synthesis of GaN nanowires
on various substrates. Device applications require the charge carriers to move from the
wires to the counter electrode via the back contact. Growing the nanowires directly on the
metal substrates allows for the creation of the back contact without the need for post
synthesis transfer of the nanowires. Hence, GaN nanowires will be synthesized on
metallic as well as semiconductor substrates. Mechanism of GaN nanowire growth on
various substrates and the subsequent orientation control will be examined allowing for
direct synthesis of GaN on various substrates. This study will not only allow for the
synthesis of phase stable InGaN alloys for evaluation of InGaN as a PEe material but
also provides a framework for the development of nanowire based architectures while
using nanowires as strain relaxing substrates. Also, the orientation dependence of InGaN
growth on the underlying GaN nanowire substrates will be studied.
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Synthesized of InGaN layers on GaN nanowire substrates will be conducted in a
custom built MOCVD reactor. Optimum reactor and process conditions will be modeled
to achieve the best growth conditions. Comprehensive analysis of the growth mechanism
and properties of the synthesized alloy films will be performed to understand the true
nature of heteroepitaxial growth on nanowire substrate. This is where the idea of
nanowires acting as strain relaxing substrates will be put to test.
As shown in the schematic in figure 1.6a, the ideal device structure consists of
vertical arrays of GaN nanowires on metal substrate. Such as architecture would not only
provide a direct electrode structure but aid in a uniform growth of InGaN layers on the
nanowires. The shell material can be doped p type if needed. Also, as shown in figure
1.6b, a protective layer can also be coated onto the InGaN layer and the metal substrate to
protect the semiconductor from degradation as well as the metal from stray reactions with
the electrolyte. The thin layer can be coated with ALD (atomic layer deposition) would
prevent corrosion but allow charge carriers to reach the surface via tunneling.
Apart from synthesis of InGaN, a new ternary system GaSbN (with dilute
antimony alloying) would be investigated theoretically for its composition dependent
band gap and band edge positions. Knowledge of the composition required to achieve a ~
2 eV band gap will allow the design of proper synthesis experiments.
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loGaN/GaN oaoowire
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GaN nanowire
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Figure 1:6 a) Schematic of the ideal nanowire growth pattern on metal substrates. The
vertical arrays would help in a uniform growth of the InGaN layers. b) The central GaN
nanowire core would be coated with a single crystalline shell of InGaN of the desired
band gap (composition). Finally, a protective coating can be grown on the InGaN to
protect from any corrosion.
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1. 7 Organization of thesis

The thesis is divided into nine chapters. The first chapter is an introduction to the
need to the study. It also includes the rationale for selection of material systems (lnGaN
and GaSbN) and our interest in nanowire based architectures. The second chapter
includes a thorough literature survey on the current state of the art in PEC water splitting,
the status of the materials search, an in depth look at InGaN as a material system, the
issues with InGaN and work done on heteroepitaxial film growth and on nanowire
substrates. The third chapter contains experimental procedures for the synthesis and
characterization performed. Fourth chapter has the details on the reactor design, flow and
results on reaction modeling.
The fifth chapter has the results from all the nanowire synthesis experiments and
studies on the growth mechanism and control of nanowire growth mode. The sixth
chapter includes the results from the InGaN synthesis experiments. Results from the band
gap, composition and structural characterization are included to show the composition
controlled synthesis of InGaN alloys. A discussion on the observed dependence of the
InGaN growth on the nanowire orientation is also presented.
The sixth chapter contains the procedure and results of the theoretical estimation
of the electronic properties of GaSbN alloy system and its applicability towards
spontaneous PEC water splitting. Conclusions from the study are included in chapter
eight and recommendations are presented in chapter nine.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

2.1 Introduction

This chapter includes a review on the current state of the art in materials search
for PEC water splitting. It also includes a detailed discussion on InGaN as a material
system and the associated issues for PEC water splitting. We will also discuss the work
done on nanowire based architectures for the mitigation of phase segregation.

2.2 Review of PEe water splitting materials

2.2.1 GaN based systems

As discussed above, our materials of interest are InGaN and GaSbN. However,
GaN and other GaN based systems have also been studied for their water splitting
properties. The large band gap of GaN makes the material suitable for water splitting
only under UV light which is very small part of the solar spectrum. Hence, the little
interest in direct water splitting using GaN. p-GaN has been shown to have good stability
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in aqueous solutions. Hence, alloys based on GaN are being increasingly studied.
GaPN and GaAsPN were evaluated for their PEe performance35 but these materials have
the conduction band edges positive to hydrogen evolution potential requiring external
bias.
Recently, GaN:Zn0 62,63 ternary system has shown some promising results. Here,
the low performance of the alloy was attributed to the synthesis in powder form which
enhances recombination. Also, the synthesis is a very slow and long process. Further
characterization of the alloy is needed to study its stability and the actual composition
suitable for water splitting.
Very limited work has been done on InGaN alloys for water splitting. P-InGaN
electrodes (with indium content < 22%) were shown to have better performance than
64

p_GaN

but are still not in the right band gap regions. HBr was used as the electrolyte in

this study which is not safe. In another study, InGaN films of 20% and 40% indium were
tested for their PEe performance. The low indium content film did not have any phase
segregation while the 40% indium containing film shows phase segregation from the
shoulders in the PL spectrum.

2.2.2 Other systems

As discussed earlier, many material systems have been studied for their PEe
water splitting properties as single material systems as well as in tandem cell or
compensated architectures.
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Materials like CdSe and Fe203 are close to straddling and have the right band gap.
CdSe has the band gap but is very prone to photocorrosion. It was also shown to not
catalyze the reaction65 . However, using sacrificial electro donors makes CdSe
nanoribbons a usable electrode66 . This result shows that size constraint could be a useful
tool in improving the material performance. Iron oxide films have poor charge transport
properties67 as the material is a known mott insulator. It has been shown that compared to
the penetration depth of 118 nm at 500 nm 68 the hole diffusion length has been measured
to be 2-4 nm 69 which means that a 100 nm thick film is required for the light to penetrate
and generate charge carriers. However, the generated holes never make it out to the
surface and are lost due to recombination, destroying the efficiency of the material to act
as a PEC water splitting semiconductor. As a single material system, CdSe might not be
very interesting. However, CdSe quantum dots in conjunction with other host materials
have been employed to improve the water splitting efficiency of the host material. Here
CdSe acts as a sensitizer absorbing sunlight and injecting electrons into the host material.
CdSe quantum dot sensitization has been shown to improve the water splitting efficiency
in ZnO nanorods 70 j nanotubes 71 as well as n-doped Ti02 nanorod arrays72. Au loading
into n-doped Ti02 along with CdSe sensitization showed increased enhancement over the
visible spectrum.
A new approach using a double sided73 CdS and CdSe coated ZnO nanorod arrays
showed improved performance under white light. Multiple material electrode made with
CdSe and CoS was studied for unbiased water splitting74. Figure 2.5 shows the setup
employed for the double sided CdSe and CdS coated ZnO nanorod arrays. Here, the two
materials act as electron injectors while absorbing light in the visible region with the ZnO
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scaffold absorbing in the UV and acting as a charge transport pathway for the injected
electrons. Enhancement is observed in terms of light absorption range and this provides a
template to improve the performance of other systems as well. However, as shown in the
figure 2.1 , the band edge positions have to be right to have an efficient injection as well
as prevent recombination. Furthermore, the stability of such systems has to be determined
for practical applications.
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Figure 2.1 Schematic of the band alignment of the double sided CdSe and CdS coating on
the ZnO nanowire arrays. The two materials act as visible light absorbers and inject
electrons into the ZnO scaffold73 • Similar approach of sensitization has also been studied
for ZnSe on ZnO nanostructures 75 which showed much improved performance under
visible light illumination.
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Recently, there has been a lot of work on improving the photoactivity of hematite
that has shown great promise and improved results 76 • Very interesting is the fact that
most of them employ nanowire based structures that help improve the charge transport
properties. The material is modified by changing the morphology or doping or a
combination of both to improve the PEC water splitting efficiency. Nanostructured
hematite films prepared by the thermal oxidation of DC arc sputter deposited iron films at
255 C resulted in improved photoactivity. Various other approaches such as doping with
aluminum77 , silicon78 , tin79 and platinum80 and surface passivation with alumina81 . All
these approaches are with one material system.
Similar to the sensitization of CdSe and ZnSe, dual material approach has also
been employed with hematite systems. W03 - Fe203 host-scaffold method showed
improved visible light absorption67 than bare Fe203. Nanostructured W03/ BiV04
electrodes showed improved light absorption due to enhanced visible absorption from
BiV0 4 and charge separation at the interface of the two materials. Wide band gap
semiconductors such as GaN, Ti02 and ZnO have band edge positions that straddle the
water redox potentials but the band gap is too high that makes the material inefficient
absorber limiting the carrier generation. Doping with nitrogen in the case of Zn0 82 ,
Ti0 283 and W0384 as well as phase transformation into W 2N nanowire arrays has been
attempted to move the absorption into the visible region with some success. Sensitization
and electron injection using a lower band gap material has shown some improvement but
the spontaneous visible water splitting still remains elusive. Also, stability in such cases
needs to be examined thoroughly as interfaces can create new pathways for
recombination.
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A screening approach has been recently proposed for metal oxide systems that
could have potential implications based on their being mott insulators or not85 . This
includes two very necessary approaches to make the material work as a stable PEC
photoanode. From the standpoint of stability, hydrogen evolution at the material surface
would help against corrosion by oxidation. This however requires the material to be ptype when the minority carriers (electrons) would drive the hydrogen evolution reaction.
Most of the oxides have large band gaps and are inherently n-type that leads to oxygen
evolution at the surface. Small band gap materials can still have stability issues in
aqueous solutions. The most important point here is that transition metal oxides have a
small band gap and their valence bands are much lower than the oxygen evolution
potential. This makes straddling the hydrogen potential by conduction band almost
impossible in most materials which has indeed been observed. Doping or alloying has
been attempted to be a way to solve this problem but without much success. Localization
of states at the band edges finally controls the charge transport and is heavily influenced
by the dopant or alloying species. In many of the transition metal oxides, both the bands
are localized due to the metal cations making them "Mott-Hubbard" insulators. This
argument is applicable for binary as well as ternary metal oxides.
We have seen that binary materials are not suitable for direct water splitting and
have not shown unbiased water splitting even with many configurations. This combined
with the fact that ternary semiconductors are solid solutions with composition dependent
band gap makes these materials interesting. Although many ternary alloys can be
synthesized with band gaps in the rage useful for PEC water splitting, only a few have
been tested and so far none has band edges straddling the redox potential.
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Most of the work has been focused towards the non-oxide ternary semiconductors
and InGaN has been the most studied material in terms of growth and properties. The
interest in InGaN started with LEDs 86,87 but it has started to gather attention for
application in solar cells 88 ,89 and more recently water splitting 90,91. Other ternary system
of interest is GaInP/2,93 and GaAsPN35 . Both have issues with valence band being
positive of the oxygen evolution potential making unbiased water splitting possible. A
water splitting system with a PV cell in tandem using GaInP2 electrode resulted in the
highest recorded water splitting efficiency of 12.4 %38. p-GaInP2 was also used as a
photocathode in conjunction with a nanostructured hematite and W03 photoanode but the
device was very limited in current generation and efficiency even at high illuminations of
1 W/cm2 possible due to hematite93 . Very recently, a GaN: ZnO solid solution62 ,94 has
been shown to be a promising material system for water splitting. The efficiency has been
very low and further investigation is needed on study of the band edge positions are
necessary.
Hence there is a need for continued search for materials for water splitting. It is
clear that none of the single band gap systems have efficiencies close to that of a PV
assisted system37 . However, the synthesis of such band edge engineered systems is a
challenge and expensive which is a major drawback.

2.3 InGaN: introduction to the material

InGaN is a logical material system to be investigated as it is a ternary derivative
of GaN and InN. GaN is stable in aqueous solutions
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84

and its band edges straddle water

splitting potentials39 . The interest in InGaN arises from the composition dependent band
gap tunable from 3.4 eV (GaN) to 0.7 eV (InN). Table 2.1 lists the basic structural and
electronic properties of GaN and InN.

Table 2.1 Basic properties of interest of GaN95 and InN. InGaN has a composition
dependent variation for the structural and optical properties.

Property

GaN

InN

Crystal structure

wurtzite

Wurtzite

Lattice constant a (A)

3.189

3.533

Lattice constant c (A)

5.178

5.693

Synthesis
teDlperature(C)

850 - 1000

500-700

Band gap (eV)

3.4

0.8

2.3.1 InGaN Synthesis

Methods
InGaN alloy is a solid solution all the way from GaN to InN. Hence, the various
process conditions (temperature, pressure, flow rate) are used to control the composition
of the alloy. Various techniques such as thermal CVD96,97,98, HVPE58 ,56,57,99,
MBE 100,IOI,I02,I03,I04,I05 and MOCVD 86 ,I06,I07,I08,I09 have been employed for the synthesis
of InGaN films and nanowires. The interest in InGaN is mostly due to its optical
properties mainly as quantum well structures for LEDs that requires very thin layers «
10 nm). Very recently, lnGaN is being increasingly investigated for its light absorption
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properties for applications such as solar cells and water splitting. These applications
require thick (100-200 nm) single crystalline InGaN films for efficient light absorption.
Thick InGaN alloy films and films with high indium content have always been marred by
phase segregation 110.
Each of the synthesis techniques has its own set of advantages and disadvantages.
Thermal CVD using Gallium, indium and ammonia is very inexpensive but the problem
is in the independent control of indium and gallium flux. This can be done using
independent heating of the materials but control is still not exact. Another route in
thermal CVD is to use GaN and InN powders which still need independent heating.
Commonly, a dual zone tube furnace is used where the precursors are heated upstream
and generated vapors travel downstream to a colder zone to react or deposit onto a
substrate. Apart from temperature and pressure, position of the substrate is critical in such
reactors.
HVPE employs gallium chloride and indium chloride along with ammonia for the
synthesis. HVPE is the only method that has been reported to lead to synthesis of InGaN
nanowires with the complete range of Indium compositions 56,57. The fluxes were
controlled independently but the issue here is the chloride species that can be detrimental
to the metal parts of the reactor. The setup is similar to that in CVD with the exception
that the chloride precursors can be heated in the tube or a carrier gas can be bubbled to
carry vapors independently into the reactor.
MBE utilizes metal Knudsen cells for controlled supply of material flux onto a
substrate. The substrate is placed at the center of a sphere with the material cells arranged
so that the flux is focused at the center. The system is run at very low pressures (10.7
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Torr) and at a very small growth rate that leads to the formation of single crystals of very
high quality. However, the MBE apparatus is very expensive and the growth rates add to
the operating costs. Also, the substrate size is limited and uniformity over large area is an
Issue.
MOCVD is the upcoming method for the synthesis of good quality single
crystalline materials. Here, metalorganic precursors (TMGalTEGa and TMlnlTEln) are
supplied into the chamber in vapor phase. This allows for a very precise control over the
material flux. MOCVD has the advantage of high growth rate and excellent flux control.
However, the precursors are commonly pyrophoric which makes elaborate safety
mechanisms necessary making the system expensive. The supply of precursors in vapor
phase makes this a very customizable process. Various reactor shapes have been
employed and modeled to improve uniformity of growth and maximize material use.
Typically, vertical flow is used for increased uniformity. A showerhead is used to
distribute the precursors over the entire substrate area for uniform precursor distribution.
However, horizontal quartz tube reactors with an external IR heating source are also very
common. Also, modeling of various reactor configurations has shown that the uniformity
and growth rates are very specific functions of the reactor geometry which means that
each type of reactor has to be tuned for the best growth parameters.

Growth mechanism
MBE and MOCVD of InGaN are quite different not only in terms of precursors
employed but also in the nature of the growth process. Figure 2.2 shows the basic
mechanisms ofMBE and MOCVD reactions indicating the differences. In MBE, as
shown in figure 2.2a, the group III and group V atoms impinge on the substrate where
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they react. This is a purely kinetic controlled process at the very low pressures. Reactions
occur only at the surface which makes the process clean without any parasitic reactions.
Such process and the low pressures allows for an accurate thickness monitoring using
RHEED.
In MOCVD however, as shown in figure 2.2b, TrimethylalliumlTriethylgallium,
TrimethylindiumlTriethylindium are the most commonly employed precursors. The
species are not pure group III atoms but organic groups linked to gallium and indium
atoms. The feature of these precursors is that partial pyrolysis occurs even at low
temperatures along with parasitic reactions with the carrier gases away from the substrate
in the reactor volume. The reactions, affected by the process conditions, have been
observed to interfere in the growth of clean uniform surfaces via the formation of
particles in the gas phase!!!. Suppression of such reactions is critical especially in the
growth of single crystalline films. This can be obtained by pulsed precursor injection as
well as having isolated precursor injection lines into the reactor and having the substrate
close to the injection ports.
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Figure 2.2 Schematic of the reaction processes in a) MBE and b) MOCVD growth. In
MBE, the pure metal atoms impinge onto the substrate and react on the substrate at high
temperature to form the product. b) In MOCVD, the reactive precursors start reactions
and partial pyrolysis form adducts and particles in gas phase. The surface reactions are
carried out by adducts (adatoms) that are not pure metal atoms which then have different
reaction properties and diffusion rates than in MBE.

As shown in figure 2.2b, the MOCVD process is not a simple kinetic process. The
process shifts from kinetically controlled where the growth rate is directly dependent on
the reaction rate to diffusion controlled where the kinetics are not the limiting step but
the diffusion of species from the reactor volume to the substrate through the boundary
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layer. This offers the most control over the growth process as species diffusion is
influenced and hence controlled by the precursor flux. Further increase in temperature
moves the system to a thermodynamically controlled regime where the adatom growth
rate is affected by the increased mobility of adatoms and increased detachment of
adatoms at the high temperatures. The plot of growth rate vs. temperature shown in figure
2.3 illustrates the process. The best growth zone is at the highest temperature in the
diffusion limited region where the growth rate is high and crystal quality is high at the
high temperature.

Optimal growth
zone
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~

Diffusion ,"
..;
-----limited
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~
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*~~

1_ _ _ _ _---'
Temperature

Figure 2.3 Generic schematic of the MOCVD growth process showing the different
growth regimes.

Partial pyrolysis leads to the formation of numerous intermediate (adduct) gas and
surface species during MOCVD growth. InGaN due to the presence of indium and
gallium species requires elaborate detection of species as numerous inter species
reactions and adduct formations can occur among the indium and gallium adducts. GaN
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has been studied extensively for the reactions with some work on InN as well. Table 2.2
lists the vapor phase and surface reactions leading to the formation of GaN.

Table 2.2 Gas phase and surface reactions for MOCVD growth ofMOCVD I12 .

Reactions
Gas phase reactions
TMG + NH3 -7 TMG:NH3
TMG:NH3 -7 TMG + NH3
TMG:NH3 -7 DMG:NH2+ CH4
3DMG:NH2 -7 TGNCY

Surface reactions
TMG:NH3 + 2S -7 GaN(s) + 3CH4
DMG:NH2 + 2S -7 GaN(s) + 2CH4
TGNCY + 6S -7 3GaN(s) + 6CH4

The reactions for the formation of the adducts TMG:NH3 and DMG:NH2 are
spontaneous which is measured and hence shows that adduct formation is indeed the
dominant mechanism in MOCVD process.

Role of process parameters on InGaN MOCVD growth
The adatoms form on the substrate and the process conditions define the
attachment/detachment rates which determines the final growth 110. InGaN synthesis is
usually performed at temperatures more than InN and less than GaN synthesis
temperatures. At these conditions, InN has a higher vapor pressure than GaN causing
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reduced indium incorporation 113. This process is influenced by the process parameters
(temperature, precursor III/V ratio and pressure).
Reaction temperature has a drastic influence on the MOCVD process. The
effect increases for ternary systems. In the case of binary system, lower temperatures lead
to the formation of structural defects as the adatom diffusion is limited at lower
temperatures. This can also lead to the inclusion of impurities into the lattice. At high
temperatures, there is increased desorption, larger diffusion of adatoms leading to better
crystal quality. Also, nitrogen vacancies are observed due to increased nitrogen
desorption. In the case of ternary systems such as InGaN, the effect is magnified. Indium
species incorporation occurs at low temperatures while GaN reaction is a high
temperature process. InGaN synthesis is at intermediate temperatures that are too high for
InN and low for GaN. This causes preferential desorption of indium adatoms leading to
reduced indium content in the alloy1l4. Synthesis ofInGaN at lower temperatures causes
reduced gallium incorporation and degrades crystal quality by favoring defect formation
due to reduced adatom diffusion. Also, cracking of ammonia is inefficient at low
temperatures.
The III -V ratio also is critical in control of composition especially in ternary
systems. Low III-V ratio causes increased indium incorporation 1l5 but reduced surface
mobility1l6,1l7leading to the formation of structural defects. However, a high III-V ratio
causes excess adatoms on the surface leading to decomposition and indium droplet
formation without reaction as well as formation of nitrogen vacancies that is detrimental
to the material properties 1l8. Specific to the ternary system, the relative flux IniGa also
needs to be controlled in conjunction with the other parameters. At high temperatures, a
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higher indium flux increases indium content but the incorporation plateaus at higher
temperatures. This has also been observed in the case of HVPE growth of InGaN
nanorods l19 .
System pressure has been observed to influence the indium incorporation in the
alloy film. At lower pressures, indium incorporation was observed to increase attributed
to the increased diffusion into the boundary layer (shown in figure 2.2b) at the lower
pressures I20,121. This observation could be specific to species since the diffusion rates are
material specific.

2.3.2 Issues with InGaN

Thermodynamic Instability
It has been estimated that InGaN alloy is thermodynamically unstable
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almost

throughout the composition range and phase segregation is a mechanism to attain
stability. Figure 2.4 is the phase diagram of the InGaN alloy system showing the extent of
the immiscibility gap. The binodal curve is the liquidus line where any alloy composition
in the canopy is likely to separate into gallium rich and indium rich compositions like to
segregate into the compositions marked by the intersection of a horizontal line through
the composition and the liquidus line.
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Figure 2.4 Phase diagram of the InGaN alloy system showing the immiscibility gap. The
bimodal curve shows the instability of the alloy extending throughout the composition
range. The dashed spinodal line is indicative of spontaneous segregation. Although
narrower in spread, runs through the entire composition. Under the normal synthesis
conditions, the alloys with 40-55% indium composition are thermodynamically

The instability is attributed 122 to the induced strain in the alloy owing to the size
difference between the gallium and indium atomsJ23. The addition of larger indium atom
(atomic radius 1.56 A 124) into GaN lattice (gallium atomic radius 1.35A 125) causes
distortion in the lattice creating stresses in the material and local disturbance in the
electronic distribution.
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Strained heteroepitaxial growth
Apart from the inherent instability, the manner of growth of InGaN has also
contributed to the observed phase segregation. Heteroepitaxial substrates such as GaN
and sapphire were used for InGaN thin film growth due to the lack of native substrates.
The lattice constant ofInGaN is dependent on its composition spanning GaN to InN.
Assuming a linear variation and growth on "c" plane substrates, the % lattice mismatch
for a 50% indium content alloy wrt GaN, InN and sapphire 126 according to equation 1.1 is
4.9 %, 4.5 %and 16 %. Lattice mismatch of various substrates W.r.t a 50% indium
containing InGaN alloy is shown in table 2.3. This emphasizes the fact that there is a very
limited availability of native substrates for InGaN film growth. Surprisingly, silicon has
similar lattice spacing and could be used as a native substrate. However, use of silicon as
a substrate for InGaN was limited due to the opto-electronic device requirements. ZnO
could be an interesting alternative as the material has a high band gap and InGaN can be
used as an absorber layer on the material. The issue here is the expensive growth of
single crystalline ZnO substrates. Similar synthesis issues are also encountered in the
case of LiAI02 and MgO.
Strain relaxation can occur via a variety of mechanisms that primarily depend on
the composition and film thickness. The epi layer can be pseudomorphically strained to
accommodate the stress as a compliant film. The lattice constant of the epi layer in the
growth plane gets distorted to match the substrate lattice parameter. However, the vertical
lattice constant can relax in the growing film. This effect actually is magnified in the case
of nanowires. Inter-diffusion of species at the interface is another mechanism of strain
relaxation. The atoms in the epi layer rearrange and diffuse into the substrate, destroying
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the abruptness of the interface

127

. This phenomenon is very dependent on the diffusion

coefficient of the epi layer atoms in the substrate which is material specific.

Table 2.3 Lattice mismatch of various substrates for Ino.sGao.sN alloy

Material

Latti<.:e mismatch %

Gallium Nitride

4.9

Sapphire

16.3

Silicon Carbide

9.8

Boron Nitride

7.6

Germanium

3.7

Silicon

0.1

Zinc oxide

4.5

LiAI02

5.1

MgO

8.8

Stress build-up in thicker films or higher compositions can reach a value when the
relaxation can occur via formation of defects/dislocations or by increasing the surface
energy of the film. This can lead to roughening of the film surface. Such growth is not
preferred for the growth of single crystalline films but has been used for the synthesis of
quantum dots 128. On the other hand, if the built up strain energy in the film reaches
critical value wherein the formation of misfit dislocations becomes energetically
favorable, plastic strain relaxation occurs via the formation of misfit dislocations.
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In the case ofInGaN, the interplay of two factors: indium content and film
thickness compete in the stress build up and relaxation processes.

Kinetic phase segregation
InGaN alloy system is also affected by kinetic factors that are specific to the
growth process. The difference in diffusion coefficients of the indium and gallium atoms
causes intermixing in the bulk causing phase segregation. Different species diffuse
randomly in the alloy forming random compositions which is a way to relax stress
locally. This has been shown to be a temperature dependent process and can be controlled
via low temperature growth l29 . At high temperatures indium atoms have a higher
diffusion coefficient causing indium to move out of the bulk to the surface and desorb l3 o.

2.4 Review of heteroepitaxial growth of InGaN

Heteroepitaxial growth of InGaN films has always been accompanied by phase
segregation in various manifestations I 10 such as formation of defects and indium! gallium
rich segregated regions indicative of strain relaxation. Phase segregation has been
observed to depend on the thickness of layers and the composition. Figure 2.5 shows the
dark field TEM image of InGaN layer on GaN substrate where the bark and bright
contrast bands are indicative of phase segregation. The domains with larger indium
content show stronger contrast variations which are evidence for larger phase
segregation.
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Figure 2.5 Dark field TEM images ofInGaN layers on GaN with a) 12% indium showing
a weak speckled contrast and b) 22% indium showing bands with higher contrast l3l .

Here, in layers close to the substrate, no contrast bands are observed. At low
indium content < 12-14% there was no phase segregation. However, as the indium
content increased, composition modulated regions form in the film 131. Here, thin layers
with high indium content> 12 % also did not show any phase segregation (contrast in
dark field images) possibly due to coherent strain that might inhibit phase segregation44 .
A composition pulling mechanism 132 is proposed wherein initially indium incorporation
is limited due to the strain. This reduces the driving force for phase separation. Also, the
lower indium content in the initial layers increases the critical thickness reducing phase
segregation. This seems to work for low indium content alloys.
Structural defects have been consistently observed in the growing InGaN epi
layers. The defects sometimes carryover from the substrate aiding in strain relaxation but
phase segregation is also favored at the defect lines creating local recombination centers.
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For thick InGaN layers, new dislocations can be generated in the film as a means to relax
stress. This has been observed to be dependent on the growth parameters. As discussed
earlier, higher temperatures and slower growth rates has been observed to form lower
density of dislocations 133 as the atoms get time to rearrange also increasing crystal
quality. InGaN layers on GaN films have been observed to undergo strain relaxation via
the formation of V shaped pits on the surface where the threading dislocations generated
in the films open on the surface l34 . In cases where threading dislocations are absent,
strain relaxation occurs via the formation of periodic arrays of misfit dislocations 134 •
Stacking faults were also observed to lead to the formation of "v" shaped pits on InGaN
surface 135 • The formation of "v" defects was also observed to depend upon the indium
content and thickness of GaN film as shown in figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6 Schematic of the mechanism of the formation of "v" defects on InGaN
quantum wells a) led by the stacking faults (at high indium content) and b) by the
threading dislocations from the substrate into the epi layers 135.
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Dislocations in InGaN layers have been also observed to not to extend to the
surface but form pin holes at the interface attributed to the Matthews-Blakeslee model 136 .
Dislocations in InGaN layers are the sites for phase segregation 137 as they are
energetically favorable sites than the rest of the lattice. Also, such dislocations were also
shown to be non-radiative centers 136 unlike the formation of quantum dots that act as
radiative recombination sites. In some cases, strain has been shown to prevent phase
segregation by limiting the segregation kinetics 138,43 •
Local plastic strain relaxation in InGaN films on GaN substrates was observed to
occur via a "punch out" mechanism or the formation of dislocation 100ps 139, as shown in
the figure 2.7. Noticeably, the films were 100 nm thick and the indium content only 11 %.
Here, strain relaxation was observed to occur via the formation of misfit dislocations in
the InGaN layer which along with the glide along the slip systems, lead to the punched
out appearance shown in figure 2.7a where triangular regions are displaced due to the
slip. In some cases, growth on bulk GaN substrates was also observed to lead to the
formation of radial dislocation half loops as shown in figure 2.7b.
The presence of dislocations in the substrate was also observed to play an
important role in the quality and growth of the growing InGaN film. Strain relaxation in
the InGaN film on GaN occurred via the formation of misfit dislocations that propagated
into the growing film which is also seen to depend on the indium content 140 • The number
density and propagation distance of the dislocation loops was attributed to the increasing
misfit stress again governed by the indium content of the film. Slip of the basal planes
was also observed to lead to the formation of InGaN ledges on the GaN mesas. However,
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the distribution of species in the film was not reported which would demonstrate the role
of plastic strain relaxation in controlling phase segregation.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.7 Manifestations of strain relaxation in InGaN films on GaN substrates. a)
Formation of displaced triangular sections due to slip along the planes b) formation of
dislocation half loops via the introduction of misfit dislocations 139.

The role of the lattice mismatched substrate on the InGaN growth is also
demonstrated with studies of InGaN growth on a GaN layer on sapphire as well as on
GaN layers grown via epitaxial lateral overgrowth (ELOG) method 134 • It was observed
that for a traditional film, initial InGaN growth is pseudomorphic where the threading
dislocations migrate from the substrate into the film opening up into pyramidal pits as
shown in figure 2.8 a, whereas for ELOG samples, in the absence of any dislocations in
the substrate, a periodic array of dislocations is generated in the growing layers as shown
in figure 2.8b, as means of strain relaxation. Although the composition distribution was
not analyzed in the study, the granular appearance in figure 2.8a as well as the strained
regions in figure 2.8b could be indicative of phase segregation.
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Figure 2.8 Manifestations of strain relaxation in InGaN films showing the role of
dislocations in the substrates. a) Propagation of dislocations from the substrate into the
growing film forming pyramidal pits for growth on regular substrate while b) Formation
of periodic array of misfit dislocations for growth on ELOG grown films141 .

Formation of etch pits of varying sizes was observed for the growth of200 nm
thick InGaN films on GaN substrates 142 . Three distinct growth modes were observed.
Small etch pits with indium rich regions were observed to develop at the InGaN/GaN
interface which would be due to the opening up of a threading dislocation at the interface
as shown in figure 2.9 a. Very large V -pits running through the InGaN as well as the GaN
layers were also observed as shown in figure 2.9b. These could be due to the threading
dislocations that open at the GaN/sapphire interface. A third kind of pit formation shown
in figure 2.9 c was observed for growth at high temperatures and it attributed to thermal
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erosion where the dynamics of the absorption and desorption processes shift towards
desorption causing the pit formation. The formation of indium rich region at the base of
the pits in figure 2.9a is a clear indicative of phase separation.

Figure 2.9 Observed morphology of InGaN growth on GaN substrates. a) Small pits
formed due to the opening of dislocations at the InGaN/GaN interface. b) Large pits
running all the way into the GaN layer, formed due to the opening of the dislocations at
the GaN/Sapphire interface. c) pits formed due to thermal erosion 142 •

Various other manifestations of dislocations 141 , 143, 144, 145, 146 have been observed for
the growth of InGaN films on different substrates and for different film parameters. Such
a wide variety can be explained by the fact that each condition might make the formation
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of certain defects or dislocations energetically favorable. Such dislocations have also
been shown to cause preferential drift of charge carriers!47. Competing film distortion or
formation of islands as a strain relaxing mechanism was observed to lead to a reduction
in dislocations!48.
Formation of quantum dots in InGaN layers is also a manifestation of strain
relaxed growth!49. Strong emission observed in InGaN/GaN multi quantum wells was
shown to be due to the formation of indium rich quantum dots in the active layers due to
phase segregation l5o . This is the only case where phase segregation is useful. In water
splitting, the presence of indium rich regions can act as radiative recombination sites
where the generated charge carriers will be annihilated, severely limiting conversion
efficiency. The presence of indium rich phase on the surface can also cause degradation
of the material in solution as high indium content alloys are unstable in solutions.
High indium content thick InGaN films (300-400 nm) on GaN have been studied
to have high dislocation densities as well as planar defects!5!. Also, the InGaN films were
observed to segregate into indium and gallium rich regions. In the same study, phase
stable thin InGaN layers with high indium content (53 %) were synthesized via double
heterostructure layer (GaN/InGaN/GaN). The strain from GaN from both sides could be
acting towards mitigating the phase segregation. However, such structures cannot be used
for device applications as the top GaN layer will interfere. Other alternatives such as
using buffer layers have been employed to reduce the lattice mismatch and hence phase
segregation. This involves the synthesis of a thin buffer layer of GaN or AIN59 ,152. Stacks
of buffer layers/graded InGaN153 have also been used for strain relaxed growth. However,
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the buffer layers can act as recombination centers affecting the charge transport across
the interface.
Quantum wells can be grown without phase segregation while growing thick
InGaN films leads to build up of strain that can induce dislocations, cause phase
segregation or polycrystallinity. Kinetic controlled growth in MOCVD and MBE have
been shown to improve phase stability in InGaN alloys. However, such methods have
also been prone to phase segregation for thick layers.
There are numerous reports of growth of InGaN films and quantum well
structures. The generic theme of these articles is to study the phase segregation or report
the synthesis of phase stability. A careful classification of this leads to the observation
that there have been no reports of thick "direct InGaN on a substrate" film synthesis
without phase segregation. Calculations incorporating the effect of strain on the system
show that strain can also depress phase segregation in the low indium content alloys154.
The high indium content alloys needed for a PEC material are still prone to phase
segregation. The reports of phase stable synthesis have been on quantum wells where the
growth is pseudomorphic and/or the strain build up is not large enough to cause phase
separation. The reports on thicker films growth are only at low indium compositions 154
while phase segregation is observed at large indium compositions48 . Phase segregation at
the mid indium composition region is a consistent observation 155 .
Research has been shifted to alter the epitaxial growth where the stress on the
growing layers can be reduced. In some cases, a high growth rate is employed to achieve
phase stability. In this method, the critical thickness was found to increase with
increasing growth rate providing a two-fold advantage in terms of growth time and
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stability. The other approach is the use of a buffer layer on the substrate usually GaN
layer grown at low temperatures that acts as a strain relaxing layer. Most of the studies on
heteroepitaxial growth of InGaN employ some kind of buffer layer. It is useful for growth
studies but has major disadvantages. It is not desirable for device applications as it can
enhance recombination due to its polycrystalline morphology with grain boundaries and
reduced charge transport properties. Also, scientific studies to understand the morphology
of heteroepitaxial growth cannot tolerate a layer between the substrate and the growth
layer that will hinder a pure heteroepitaxial growth.
ZnO has been used as a close to lattice matching substrate for phase stable growth
of thin InGaN layers (~ 80 nm) with up to 43% indium 156 . Larger phase separation was
observed for growth on sapphire compared to ZnO. However, this study also used a
buffer layer of GaN on the ZnO substrate. Moreover, synthesis of single crystalline ZnO
substrates is a very expensive process. Lattice matched substrate obtained via growth of
strained layers the growth of200 nm thick InGaN layers on GaN and AIN layers 157 on
Ab03 where the phase stability was attributed to strained substrates, fast growth rate and
low temperature growth. It could be that the strained GaN and AIN substrates could act as
close to lattice matched substrates for InGaN growth. This could be used as a way to
develop lattice matched substrates for many heteroepitaxial systems. Strain has been
surprisingly shown to mitigate phase segregation to some extent in low indium content
films44. The strain effect increased with increase in indium content by shifting the
immiscibility gap into areas of higher indium content.
Another approach to achieve high indium content InGaN layers without phase
segregation is to use double heterostructure 151 where InGaN is stacked between two GaN
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films. This is another manifestation of using strain to mitigate phase segregation. The
presence of GaN however, would interfere with direct access to carriers generated in the
InGaN layers.

2.5 Heteroepitaxial growth on nanowires substrates

Nanowires are the modern frontiers of materials technology. Apart from
providing huge surface area enhancement for the same amount of material compared to
planar films, nanowires also offer advantages in terms of providing a single crystalline
channel for carrier transport. The interest in nanowires was only for the growth of
quantum wells and growth as nanowires. However, the fact that compared to planar
substrates where the adatoms diffusion is not spatially constrained nanowires constrains
the adatom diffusion in two dimensions and could have interesting growth kinetics when
used as substrates. Most of the work on nanowires has been focused on the growth of
InGaN radial multi quantum wells for LED applications where the layers are 2-5 nm
thick. They are not suitable for absorption and do not demonstrate the advantages of
nanowire architectures.
Growth of a lattice mismatched shell on a nanowire with small diameters would
induce a strain in the core. It has been estimated that the strain will be shared by the core
and the shell which would increase the critical thickness for phase segregation to values
higher than that for growth on thin films 50 . Thick InGaN layers grown on GaN nanowires
of diameters> 100 nm show strain dependent variation in indium content which leads to
non-uniform InGaN composition49 . Threading dislocations were observed in the InGaN
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films and the fact that indium content was not even in the mid composition regions

«

35%) corroborates our idea that nanowires with diameters (> 50-100 nm) act as planar
substrates and do not aid in strain relaxation to reduce phase segregation. Phase
separation via the formation of aluminum rich regions at the intersection of two facets
was observed during the growth of thin 50 nm AlInP alloy films on GaAs nanowires
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and was attributed to variation in chemical potential and species diffusion.
Summarizing, there is very little work on heteroepitaxial growth on nanowire
substrates and the work done has been mostly with very thin films or thick nanowires.
Neither of which can be used to demonstrate the true potential of nan owires as substrates
for heteroepitaxial growth.
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL

3.1 Introduction

This chapter includes details on the synthesis methods for GaN, GaSb and InSb
nanowires and InGaN layers on GaN nanowires. Bulk and nanoscale, structural and
optical characterization techniques for identification of the phases as well as composition
and uniformity are also discussed. The procedure employed for the measurement of
photo activity of the synthesized materials is also included.
All the binary (GaN, GaSb and InSb) nanowires were synthesized in a CVD
reactor using generic thermal CVD with material specific variations. The ternary InGaN
layers were synthesized in a home built MOCVD reactor. All the synthesized nanowire
based structures were characterized for phase, crystallinity and composition via electron
microscopy, X-ray diffraction, Raman and Photoluminescence and diffuse reflectance
measurements.

3.2 Synthesis
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Synthesis in this study is divided into nanOWlre synthesis and synthesis on
nanowire substrates. Binary materials (GaSb and InSb) synthesis via different controls
was performed to study the growth mechanism of nanowires by controlling the
experimental parameters deduced from the phase diagram. GaN nanowires with
controlled growth orientation and diameters were synthesized to act as substrates for the
growth of stable InGaN alloys. InGaN alloys with controlled composition were
synthesized on the nanowire substrates to study the efficacy of nanowires as growth
substrates.

3.2.1 GaN nanowire synthesis

GaN nanowires were synthesized in a thermal eVD reactor shown in Figure 3.1.
It consists of a stainless steel chamber 6 inch in diameter and 12 inch long. The chamber

has water cooled walls as well as ports for gas inlet, pressure measurement and
connection to vacuum pump. The heating source is a serpentine tungsten filament (0.035
inch thick, from tungsten. com) that radiatively heats the silicon carbide coated graphite
susceptor, placed 1 cm above the heater as shown in the figure 3.1. The source and the
substrate are placed directly on the susceptor and a thermocouple placed on the susceptor
measures the temperature. Since the heating is primarily via radiation, the filament goes
to temperatures in excess of 2300 e for the susceptor (and the substrate) to reach the
temperatures of 800-1000e for GaN synthesis. This has an added advantage as the
filament cracks the ammonia gas into nitrogen and hydrogen species creating a pseudoplasma atmosphere that aids the reactions.
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NU) inlet
~

......... Vacuum Chamber
Substrate
..... Separator

... ~ ........... GaN powder/Ga metal
Graphite susceptor
TUngsten heater

To pump

Figure 3.1 Schematic of the reactor illustrating the heater, substrate and source material
position. In the case of GaN powder synthesis, only gallium metal was placed on the
susceptor while for c-GaN nanowires, GaN powder along with the substrate and for aGaN nanowires gallium metal and the substrate were used.

"e" plane GaN nanowires
GaN powder was used as the source material for the synthesis of c-GaN
nanowires. Earlier, commercial GaN powder was used for the synthesis of GaN
nanowires. However, it was observed that powder synthesized in the lab works better. 1-2
mm diameter gallium metal droplets are placed on the susceptor and heated to 600 C at
300 mTorr pressure under 200 sccm NH3 flow. Partial nitridation is achieved in 30 min
where the gallium metal spreads onto the susceptor and dark grey colored GaN powder is
obtained.
The setup used in c-GaN nanowire synthesis is illustrated in Fig 3.1. The required
substrate (stainless steel, copper, quartz, silicon and GaN coated sapphire) is placed with
the growth surface facing and at a distance of 2-3 mm from the GaN powder using
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graphite piece supports. The chamber is pressurized to 30 Torr using 200 sccm NH3 and
heated to 950C.

"a" plane GaN nanowires
Gallium metal was used as the gallium source along with NH3 for the synthesis of
a-GaN nanowires. The experimental setup used is very similar to that used for the
synthesis of c-GaN nanowires (Fig 3.1). Gallium metal is placed on the susceptor and the
substrate is placed 2-3 mm above using graphite pieces as separators. The susceptor is
heated to 725 C under 200 sccm NH3 flow at 250 mTorr pressure and maintained for 30
mm.

3.2.2 GaSh nanowire synthesis

GaSb nanowires were synthesized using two different methods 1) Antimony tip
led and 2) Gallium tip led growth, to demonstrate the different types and control over the
nanowire growth modes.

Antimony tip led GaSh nanowires
The reactor setup is a little different than the one used for GaN nanowue
synthesis. The chamber is the same but instead of the tungsten filament a BN (boron
nitride) heater was used. Also, the source materials (Gallium and Antimony) were placed
in a BN (boron nitride) crucible resting on the BN heater as shown in the schematic in
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Fig 3.2. The substrate is placed on the crucible with the growth surface placed face down.
The system is heated to 735 C under 35 sccm H2 flow at 150 mTorr pressure.

Gallium tip led GaSb nanowires
A setup similar to that in Fig 3.2 is employed for synthesis of gallium tip led
GaSb nanowires. Instead of using gallium droplets as gallium source, a gallium coated
quartz piece is used as a substrate and is placed on a BN crucible with antimony powder
in it. The system is heated to 700C under 50 sccm H2 at 200 mTorr pressure. Gallium is
smeared ' onto a quartz piece using another quartz piece until a film with mirror finish is
obtained.

Hl gas inlet

............. Vacuum chamber
Bare or Gallium coated Quartz
BN crucible
Antimony! Gallium! Indium
BN heater

To pump

Figure 3.2 Schematic of the reactor illustrating the heater, source and substrate set up for
III-Sb nanowire synthesis.
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3.2.3 InSb nanowire synthesis

InSb nanowire synthesis experiments were designed to be in the excess antimony
conditions, reasons for which will be discussed later.

Antimony tip led InSb nanowires
InSb nanowires were synthesized using a similar setup shown in Fig 3.2. Indium
metal and antimony powder, the source materials were placed in a BN crucible with a
quartz piece on top. The crucible was placed on the BN heater. The system was heated to
535 C under 50 sccm H2 flow at 150 mTorr pressure. Grey deposition was observed on

the quartz piece.

3.2.4 Synthesis of InGaN alloys on GaN nanowire substrates

InGaN layers were grown on GaN nanowires of controlled orientation to study the
effect of nanowires as substrates as stress relaxing substrates.
Synthesis was performed via MOCVD process in a home built reactor. Details on
the reaction design, assembly and operation for precursor flow control are provided in
chapter 5. The reactor consists of a multi precursor delivery system where a carrier gas is
used to transport the metal organic precursors into the reaction chamber where they react
and deposit onto the desired substrate. TMGa (Trimethyl Gallium), TMIn (Trimethyl
Indium) and NH3 were used as the gallium, indium and nitrogen sources respectively for
InGaN synthesis. Composition control is obtained by controlling (the parameters that
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control the incorporation rates of gallium and indium species) temperature, pressure and
material flux). GaN nanowires grown on stainless steel substrate are used as substrates
for the growth of InGaN layers. InGaN growth conditions were maintained within the
temperature ranges employed for GaN (900 C) and InN (550 C) synthesis. The system
was maintained at high pressures of about 100 Torr to reduce indium losses via
evaporation.

3.3 Material Characterization

Structural characterization tools used for the studies include scanning
electron microscope (SEM), transmission electron microscope (TEM), X-ray diffraction
(XRD) and Raman spectroscopy. Optical properties of the materials as well as
compositions in the case of ternary InGaN were measured using diffuse reflectance (DR)
and photoluminescence (PL) measurements. Elemental composition and uniformity was
measured using energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) in SEM and TEM while
convergent beam electron diffraction (CBED) and selected area electron diffraction
(SAED) were used for localized composition and crystallinity studies. Energy filtered
TEM maps were also performed on the InGaN growth to study the localized material
distribution in the layers. These techniques will be introduced briefly in the following
sections.
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3.3.1 Diffuse Reflectance (DR)

Diffuse reflectance is a variation of absorbance measurement. This is particularly
useful for the case of measurement of materials on opaque substrates where absorbance
and transmission measurements are simply not possible. The measured reflectance from
.the sample is converted to usable data format to measure the band gap of the material.
As shown in the schematic in fig 3.3, the sample is not placed normal but at a
small tilt from the incident beam to eliminate all specular reflection. The sample, beam
and detector are housed at the periphery of an integrating sphere coated with a standard
reflecting material. Light falls on the material at an angle different that normal
eliminating specular reflection. The diffuse reflectance rays that are generated at
multitude of angles are then focused onto the detector by the reflective coating.

Incident

Detector

Substrate
(tilted from normal)

Figure 3.3 Schematic illustrating the instrument and principle of Diffuse reflectance
measurement.
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The collected reflectance data (R) is converted using the following relation
3.1

A plot of C vs energy is used to determine the band gap of the material 159 • Extrapolation
of the vertical segment of the plot into the energy axis is the band gap and the plot being
vertical indicates the band gap being direct.

3.3.2 Selected area diffraction (SAED)

SAED is a diffraction technique that is performed in a transmission electron
microscope. The incident parallel beam of high energy electrons (has wavelength in sub
angstrom lengths) shoots through the ~ 100 nm thick specimen. The specimen here acts as
a diffraction grating for the electron wave generating a spot pattern as shown in the
schematic in figure 3.4. The generated pattern can be used to identify various properties
of a crystal. The technique is termed as SELECTED area electron diffraction as very
small parts of the sample can be selectively and independently studied under the electron
beam. This is achieved using an aperture which is a metal sheet with holes of
predetermined sizes that only send a small part of the beam making localized
measurements possible.
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Electron beam source

Condenser Lenses

Condenser aperture
Specimen
Objective lens
Selected area aperture
Intermediate Lens

Projection Lens

_ ...._ _ _ _......_

Viewing screen

Figure 3.4 Schematic of the spot pattern formation in SAED.
Here, measuring a single crystal is the ideal case as polycrystalline material has
crystals with random orientation that can give rise to a bunch of spot patterns which
would be impossible to deconvolute.

Figure 3.5 a) SAED spot pattern from the GaN nanowire in b) tilted to [100] zone axis
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A sample diffraction pattern is shown in fig 3.5 a generated from the GaN
nanowires shown in figure 3.5b. The spots are the projections of the reciprocal lattice and
lattice reflections show up as the diffraction spots. SAED can be used to measure lattice
spacing and identify crystal structures by tilting the crystal to low index zone axes. SAED
is also useful in the analysis of interfaces, twinning and defects. In this study, we use
SAED to measure the lattice constant and correlate it to the composition of the InGaN
alloy.

3.3.3 Convergent beam electron diffraction (CBED)

The main different between SAED and CBED is the manner of the beam hitting
the sample. It is a parallel beam on the specimen limited by the aperture size in the case
of SAED while the beam is focused on the sample in the case of CBED. Hence, CBED
can be used for better resolution measurements. The difference in the two measurements
is that SAED results in a spot pattern while the CBED results in a pattern of discs. The
image formation is shown in the schematic in figure 3.5.
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Electron beam source

Condenser Lenses

Condenserapel1ure
Specimen
Objective lens
Intermediate Lens

Projection Lens

___""-'-10............_

Viewing screen

Figure 3.6 Schematic of the formation of discs in CBED

A representative CBED pattern from a GaN nanowire is shown in figure 3.7a. The
bright spot on the nanowire in figure 3. 7b is the entire spot that was used to generate the
disc pattern. The disc patterns can be used to calculate the lattice spacing to start with.
CBED patterns can be used to deduce the polarity,

Figure 3.7a is a sample CBED pattern from the bright spot on a GaN.nanowire in b).
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The advantages of a CBED pattern are that it is much more localized, the
orientation is more accurate, and hence the data is more reliable. This can also be used to
measure specimen thickness and strain in the material.

3.4 Photoactivity measurements

Photo activity measurements involve demonstrating the generation of water
splitting properties of the material. Towards this, photo-voltage and photo-current
measurements were conducted.

3.4.1 Electrode fabrication

The stainless steel substrates with the InGaN/GaN nanowires were attached to a
copper wire and all the exposed metal surface was coated with epoxy to prevent any
shorting as shown in figure 3.8

Figure 3.8 Schematic of the appearance of the electrode after the glass sheath is attached
and all the epoxies are applied and cured.
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3.4.2 Illuminated Open Circuit Potential measurement

Apart from being an indicator of the material being photoactive, photo-voltage
(illuminated OCP) measurements can be used to determine the material being n-type or
p-type. This measurement can be performed in a two or three electrode setup. The two
electrode setup has the counter and reference electrodes shorted. Figure 3.9 shows the
schematic of the experimental setup used for photo activity measurements.

I ncident light

Figure 3.9 Schematic of the illuminated OCP measurement to check the photo activity of
the sample.

The change in potential is measured with time in uniform cycles of dark and
illumination. A consistent switching to background values in both cases over long periods
of time indicates a stable electrode. Power dependence of OCP can be studied and used to
determine the flat-band potential of the electrode.
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3.4.3 Photo current measurement

Photo current measurements show whether the semiconductor actually performs as
a photoactive material. In this study, a three electrode setup shown in figure 3.10 is
preferred to have the voltages measured against a standard for making comparisons and
measurements reliable.

working
electrode

Simulated AM 1.5
light

reference
electrode

counter
electrode

quartz
window

Figure 3.10 Schematic of the three electrode set up used for photocurrent measurements.
InGaN/GaN on stainless steel is the working electrode and a platinum wire is the counter
electrode with a Ag/AgCI reference electrode.

Current is measured in dark and under illumination while potential is scanned
from -0.05 V vs OCP to 0.5 V to measure the change in current with illumination. In
another sequence of measurements, light is chopped manually at regular intervals where
one curve will show the current in dark as well as under illumination.
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CHAPTER 4

MOCVD REACTOR DESIGN and MODELING

4.1 Introduction

Composition controlled synthesis of ternary semiconductors need precise control
over the individual constituent precursor supply. Thermal CVD systems can be modified
to a dual heating zone type to synthesize ternary materials. However, the precision and
scalability of the process is severely limited. A refined approach to this problem is to
deploy vapor phase precursors where the flux can be independently and precisely
controlled enabling composition controlled synthesis of ternary and higher order
materials. MOCVD (metal organic chemical vapor deposition) and MBE (molecular
beam epitaxy) are the two methods of choice. However, MBE requires very low
pressures and the growth rates are also low. MOCVD on the other hand, can be
conducted at high pressures and the growth rates are much faster than in MBE. MOCVD
was the preferred method for the growth of InGaN in our case.
A new reactor and precursor delivery system were designed and assembled to
have a dedicated system for the synthesis of InGaN via MOCVD. This chapter includes
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the details on the design, assembly, modeling of the growth process, correlation with the
experimental data and its implications on the InGaN growth.
The process of synthesis of any material via MOCVD consists of the following
steps:
1. Controlled supply of precursor via a carrier gas
2. Delivery into the chamber via s showerhead
3. Control over the reactor conditions (substrate temperature, pressure) leading to
the formation of the desired material.

The design parameters and criteria employed in the reactor design process in each
step will be discussed. Figure 4.1 is a schematic of the MOCVD reactor system
illustrating the various constituents of the system.

_- - Showerhead
~< -- _

___ Unifonn precursor

now
". Water cooled
jacket

"
r-~_t--r-.....

'\ , ,

'"

,,

Substrate on
" inductively
heated graphite

,,
" To vacuum pump

Precursor
distribution system

Reaction chamber

Figure 4.1 Schematic of the MOCVD reactor system. The precursor delivery system is
equipped with independent controls for the supply of four precursors. The reaction
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chamber is a water cooled stainless steel vessel. The gases enter from the top via a
showerhead for uniform precursor distribution onto a substrate heated using an induction
heater.

4.2 Design and assembly

This section includes details on the design, assembly, experimental procedure and
its influence on the design.
A typical experimental procedure for any MOCVD reaction is as follows:

1. The precursors have to be set to the calculated vapor pressures. It will be
discussed later in the section, but each precursor has a different vapor pressure
behavior which is controlled by stabilizing the bubbler in a constant controlled
temperature bath. So, the precursors to be used are maintained at the desired
temperatures.
2. After the sample is prepared and placed on the chamber at the right position, the
chamber is pumped down to remove any moisture and oxygen. A two time cycle
of pumping and purging with inert gas such as nitrogen is performed to make sure
the chamber is free of oxidative species. Also, at this time, the inlet and the pump
valves are closed to isolate the system and a leak check is done to make sure there
are no leaks in the system. This step is also done by isolating the precursor
bubbler.
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3. The reactor is pressurized to the desired value with ammoma gas and the
susceptor is heated to the set temperature. Care should be taken so that the
ammonia does not enter the bubbler. The system is allowed to stabilize for 15
mIn.

4. Now, the bubbler is pressurized to the desired value using the carrier gas.
5. A known flow rate of the carrier gas is now sent through the bubbler. At a
constant maintained bubbler pressure, the carrier gas now picks up the precursor
vapors into the reactor.
6. The gases are sent into the reactor for a set time for the synthesis process.
7. The carrier gas flow is shut down, followed by the ammonia flow. Once the
system reaches the base pressure, the heaters are turned off.
8. The reactor is vented to atmospheric pressure and sample is taken out for analysis.

Now it is this process which along with the requirements of the material synthesis
that is used to guide the design process.

4.2.1 Precursor delivery system

The system was built with the ability to handle four precursors simultaneously for
the synthesis and in situ doping ofInGaN and GaSbN. Figure 4.2 is the schematic of the
precursor delivery system. As shown in the figure 4.2, each delivery system is
independent and all can be run simultaneously. Carrier gas is delivered independently to
the inlet port of all four precursor cylinders using mass flow controllers. A bypass line is
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also configured over the bubbler for purging the lines. A control valve and a pressure
gauge are attached downstream to the bubbler outlet as shown in the schematic in figure
4.3a. The carrier gas and the precursor vapors are carried into reaction chamber inlet.
Trimethyl gallium, Trimethyl Indium, Trimethyl Antimony and Biscyclopentadienyl magnesium are the metal organic precursors installed in the system.
Each material has a temperature dependent vapor pressure that can be controlled to
achieve the desired flux. The vapor pressure equations for each material are shown in
equations 4.1 to 4.4.

Figure 4.2 Schematic of the precursor delivery system.
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4.4

The generated vapors have to be sent to the reactor in a controlled manner with a
known flux. Using direct precursor vapor delivery involves specialized and expensive
mass flow controllers and back flow valves as the reactor would be at a higher pressure
than the precursors. We employed a simple carrier gas based method to send the
precursor into the chamber where the flux can be estimated. The precursors (solid or
liquid) are contained in a bubbler to which valves and pressure measurement instruments
are connected as shown in figure 4.3. The carrier gas is sent at a controlled flow rate
through a mass flow controlled (independent for each precursor) to the inlet of the
bubbler. A unidirectional valve is attached upstream to the bubbler. This along with the
control valve downstream to the bubbler outlet is used to pressurize the bubbler with the
carrier gas to attain the desired pressure.
A total bubbler pressure P includes contribution Pvap from the precursor that can
be calculated from the equations 4.1 to 4.4 and the rest is the carrier gas. Hence, the mole
fraction of the precursor in the bubbler then becomes
4.5

X vap = (P vap/P)

Once the bubbler is pressurized to the set value wherein the This can be converted
to molar flow rate knowing the flow rate ofthe carrier gas (M sccm) using the equation
4.6 (1 mole of any gas at standard conditions occupies 22400 cc)
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Mvap (moVmin) = X vap * Ml22400

4.6

This point onwards, the precursors transported by the carrier gas can be used to
send to any reactor via configurable connectors at the end of the stainless steel line.
Specific to TMIn, the stainless steel lines have to be kept heated at 50 C always as the
indium can condense on the inner walls and eat away the stainless steel line over time.
Heating the lines desorbs the indium leaving the tube intact.

(a)

Figure 4.3 is the schematic of the bubbler and the gas pressure and flow control setup
used to control the precursor flux.

Since all the metalorganic precursors are pyrophoric in nature, safety is of
paramount importance. The bubblers valves should be always closed when not in use and
the lines preferably should be in vacuum to maintain a clean un-oxidized inner tube
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surface as any residual precursor can oxidize. Also, the entire system is enclosed and
constantly maintained under air suction into an exhaust system to contain leaks.

4.2.2 Reaction chamber

Figure 4.3b is the schematic of the reaction chamber fabricated for the MOCVD
synthesis. It consists of a top plate, the chamber enclosure, the bottom plate and the
heater assembly. The top plate is a quick access door (from LDS vacuum) that was
modified to include water cooling and a perforated stainless steel plate to act as the
showerhead for uniform precursor distribution. The chamber is a stainless steel cylinder 8
inch in diameter and 12 inch length. The walls of the chamber were modified to add a 1
inch deep jacket for water cooling. The end connections of the chamber are 8 inch conflat
flanges that match with the top and bottom plate connections. The bottom plate is a
stainless steel 8 inch conflat blank plate that was modified to include access for the
induction heater, pressure measurement and pumping lines. The bottom plate also has
water cooling. Substrate heating is achieved using an induction heater. The induction coil
also acts as a support for the graphite susceptor. The entire heater assembly can be moved
up and down to change the separation between the showerhead and the substrate.
Figures 4.4a-b are the schematics of the top plate of the reaction chamber. The
plate has two opposite concentric isolated grooves. The central grove (2 inch diameter)
opens up inside as shown in figure 4.4 a. At the end of the inner opening, a stainless steel
disc with patterned % inch holes is attached. This disc acts as the showerhead to break
down the single stream of gas and provides a better distribution of the precursors on the
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substrate. The gas inlet connector is welded on the top plate as shown in figure 4.5 a. A
1 inch wide groove is made on the top plate for water cooling. This groove opens on the
top to create a holding area for water. The opening at the top is covered with a ring that
has attachments for water inlet and outlet. The two groves form two isolated chambers
with a thin separation. The water on the outer ring cools the plate as well as the
showerhead. The bottom plate as shown in figure 4.4c is modified from a solid 8 inch
stainless steel conflat blank. The plate has a grove for holding water as shown in figure
4.4 d. There is a central 1 inch through hole for the induction heater. The pressure
measurement and pumping connections are also shown in figure 4.4 c.

Figure 4.4 a)-b) Schematics of the top plate of the reaction chamber. Two isolated
concentric groves are made in the plate. The plate has two isolated chambers for water
cooling (connections at the top) and showerhead via a perforated stainless steel plate
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(opens at the bottom). c) and d) are the schematics of the bottom plate showing a similar
water cooling chamber as well as the teflon sleeve for a vacuum tight sealing of the
copper tube of the induction heater. The separation between the showerhead (fixed) and
the substrate is changed by moving the heater assembly .
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Figure 4.5 Schematic ofthe reaction chamber with the heater assembly showing the
chamber, the showerhead, the substrate placement, the Teflon sleeve holding the copper
tubing containing the copper coils for induction heating using the circuit box at the
bottom.
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The gas manifold is the connection pathway for the precursor delivery system and
the reaction chamber. Since there are four precursors and an ammonia line, a manifold is
necessary. It has been observed that pre mixing the precursor and gases produces stray
reactions that can produce unwanted nanoparticle formation in the gas phase interfering
with the quality of film growth.

4.3 Reactor modeling procedure

The reactor setup is a typical example of a vertical stagnation flow reactor where
gases enter the reactor from the showerhead at the top and spread out onto the substrate
as shown in the schematic in figure 4.6.

showerhead

substrate

Figure 4.6 Schematic of the vertical stagnation flow system showing the flow pattern of
the precursors from the showerhead to the substrate.

Modeling the fluid flow and reactions in the reactor was performed to study the
effect of various parameters on the growth process aimed at achieving uniform growth
over the largest area possible at reasonably fast growth rates. Commercially available
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Crosslight ProComm software was used for the modeling of fluid flow and material
growth rate in the reactor. The software allowed for a 2 dimensional solution to the
problem that improves the visualization of the parameters and also helps to understand
the effect of various parameters on the growth and flow patterns thus aiding in better
tuning of the reactor.
The modeling is done in two parts, the fluid flow and the reactions. The reactor
geometry is converted into a mesh to start the process. Since all the parameters are
supplied such as pressure, temperature and flow rates, fluid flow equations are solved to
calculate the fluid characteristics at each point. Also, knowing the fluid profile, the
reaction data is fed into to estimate the mole fractions and deposition rates on the
substrate which can be used to study the uniformity of deposition.

4.3.1 Reactions

Only GaN reaction was modeled in the current study as the InGaN model has not
been studied and the chemistry is not well developed. Also, the InGaN chemistry in the
database uses InN chemistry and adds InN growth rate to GaN growth rate to get InGaN
growth rate which is not the actual InGaN growth rate.
For any reaction, the forward rate was expressed using modified Arrhenius
equation given by
4.5
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Where, the parameters A, Band E are provided from experimental or theoretical
calculations. R is the gas constant. The gas phase and the surface reactions for GaN along
with the parameters to calculate the forward rate constants are shown in table 4.2.

Table 4.2 Gas phase and Surface reactions for GaN 160
A

B

E

Ga(CH3h = Ga(CH3)2 + CH3

3.5 E+15

0

5.95 E+4

Ga(CH3)3 + NH3 = TMG*NH3

1 E+12

0

0

TMG*NH3 => Ga(CH3)3 + NH3

9.5 E+9

0

19

TMG*NH3 => (DMG*NH2) + CH4

IE+13

0

32

3DMG*NH2 => (DMG*NH2)3

1 E+21

0

0

(DMG*NH2)3 => 3GaN <g> + 6CH4

4 E+15

0
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Surface reactions

A

B

E

Ga(CH3)3 + SV<s> => Ga<s> + 3CH3

0

0

1

TMG*NH 3 + SV<s> => Ga<s> + 3CH3 +
NH3

0

0

1

Ga(CH3) + SV<s> => Ga<s> +CH3

0

0

1

DMG*NH2 + SV<s> => GaN<s> + 2CH4

0

0

1

GaN <g> + SV <s> => GaN <s>

0

0

1

(DMG*NH2)3 + 3SV<s> => 3 GaN<s> +
6CH4

0

0

1

Ga<s> + 0.5 N2 => GaN<d> + SV<s>

1 E+IO

0

32

GaN<s> => GaN<d> + SV <s>

2 E+8

0

22

2GaN<d> => N2 + 2 Ga <g>

2 E+3

0
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Reactions
Gas phase reactions
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The details of the reactions and the parameters used in the software Procom are
derived from the MIT thesis by T. G. Mihopoulos 16o•

4.3.2 Modeling procedure

1. The reactor geometry is created with all dimensions to scale.
2. Each section that requires different meshing (resolution of parameter calculation)
is defined separately.
3. A mesh is generated for the geometry where parameters are estimated at each
mesh point.
4. Parameters are varied and reaction outputs such as growth rate, temperature
profile etc. can be plotted wrt reactor geometry.

The reactor parts are measured and translated into a 2D schematic as all the
geometry is assumed to be cylindrical and symmetric about the central axis in the
software. All the dimensions are used from figure 4.3b which is drawn to scale. Each part
of the system has to be defined in the geometry to match the actual system. The model
requires inlet, outlet, substrate, hot wall and cold wall conditions that are defined
appropriately. However, the difference in the actual reactor and the model is that the inlet
is the entire top surface in the model while it is the showerhead in the actual system. The
reason for that is that the meshing generates error when the top surface is denoted
partially as inlet and partially as a cold wall.
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Figure 4.7 Meshing of the symmetric half of the reactor. The regions of interest (close to
the substrate and walls) are meshed tightly and the volume is under a relaxed mesh.

Figure 4.7 is the reactor geometry after the mesh generation. The regions of
interest i.e. close to the substrate, the walls and the boundary at the inlet and substrate are
meshed tightly than the rest of the volume for accurate calculations. In this setup,
temperature, pressure and flow rates can be modified without altering the geometry and
meshing. However, to study the effect of substrate and showerhead spacing, new
geometry and meshing has to be setup.
Table 4.2 is the list of all the parameters used to model the reactor to understand
the effect of various parameters on the growth rate and uniformity.
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Table 4.2: List of all the parameters used in reactor modeling

parameter

Value

Flow rate N2 (sccm)

5, 15

Pressure (Torr)

8,80, 400

Temperature (K)

823 , 923 , 1023 , 1123

Separation (inch)

0.5, 1.5, 3 , 4.5

4.4 Reactor modeling: results

Growth rate across the substrate from the center to the edge is measured as a
function of the various parameters listed in table 4.4, as uniformity and reasonably fast
growth rate is critical in evaluation of any growth process. The quality of the crystal
cannot be ascertained which can only be quantified experimentally.
Each 3d plot contains growth rate as a function of temperature and the position
from the center of the substrate. A representative plot is shown in figure 4.8 with the axes
labeled. All plots have the same arrangement of parameters with Temperature (K) in "x",
distance from the substrate center (cm) on "y" and growth rate (/-un/hr) on the "z" axis.
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Figure 4.8 Representative 3-d plot showing the dependence of growth rate as a function
of the parameters described in table 4.2. All the plots'have temperature in the x and
distance from the center of the substrate on the y axis.

4.4.1 Effect of precursor flux

This is very intuitive as the growth rate is expected to increase with increasing
precursor flux (flow rate). Modeling was run at 5 sccm and 15 sccm N2 flow rates to
ascertain the difference. It can be seen in figure 4.9 that there is almost a linear
dependence of growth rate on the flux.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of growth rates of GaN as a function of material flux. The flow
rate of carrier gas N2 was increased three times from 5 sccm to 15 sccm. A linear change

in growth rate is observed.

This behavior is consistent at different substrate distances, separation distances,
temperatures and pressures. Flow rate or flux is a measure of the number of reactive
species in the system.
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4.4.2 Effect of substrate temperature

Each plot includes the effect of temperature on the growth rate and hence
uniformity of growth. The consistent observation is that the growth rate is almost
constant with temperature. There is a very small increase in growth rate with temperature
which is pronounced at higher pressures and at larger distances away from the center of
the substrate as shown in figure 4.10. The effect could also be pronounced due to the
variation in the effect of other parameters at different pressures and substrate positions.
Temperature controls the rate of reaction as well as the adsorption and desorption
dynamics of the adatoms. It could be that the distribution of species affects the adatom
distribution and migration that can affect the growth rate.

4.4.3 Effect of pressure

Effect of pressures in the range of 8 Torr to 400 Torr was studied. A decrease in
growth rate is observed with increasing pressure. It could be due to the fact that the
decomposition reaction of the species into the adatoms is hampered at higher pressures.
Higher pressures could also change the flow patterns altering the distribution of species
in the chamber. Figure 4.10 is a compilation of the growth rate modeled to show the
effect of reactor pressure. The reduction is significant from 8 Torr to 80 Torr and the
reduction is very small from 80 Torr to 400 Torr indicating a non-linear pressure
dependence of the decomposition reactions.
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Figure 4.10 Comparison of growth rates as a function oftemperature. The growth rate
shows a very little increase with temperature (almost constant at small separation
distances) with the effect being pronounced at higher pressures and at larger distances
from the center of the substrate.
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4.4.4 Effect of separation of the substrate and showerhead

This is perhaps the most critical reactor parameter that requires extensive tuning
to achieve better uniformity as the rest of the parameters are process parameters that
control the crystal quality and composition but the separation actually can be used to
achieve better uniformity as well as control over composition to a certain extent.
Figure 4.11 is a compilation of the modeling results to understand the effect of
separation distance on the growth. Growth rate is highest and most uniform growth is
obtained at 0.5 inch separation. As the separation increases, the growth rate at the center
of the substrate drops by 50%. However, the growth rate on the ends of the substrate
actually remains constant. The reduction at the center and the high growth rate at the ends
of the substrate could be due to the distribution of the precursors with distance. As the
separation distance increases, the flow can form a channel from the inlet at the
showerhead to the pumping line which moves the precursor away from the center of the
substrate to the ends maintain the growth rate at the ends with a reduction at the center. A
very small reduction in growth rate at the center of the substrate is observed when the
distance is reduced from 1.5 inch to 4.5 inch which indicates that the channel flow is
created as soon as the separation is increased from 0.5 inch to 1.5 inch.
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Figure 4.11: Effect of substrate showerhead separation on the growth rate and uniformity
of deposition. The growth rate drastically drops from 0.5 inch to 1.5 inch at the center but
is almost constant at the ends of the substrate.
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The effect of separation of the substrate and the showerhead can be ascertained by
the difference in growth rates observed as shown in figure 4.12. Growth for the same
duration is about 50-100 nm when the separation is 3 inches while the growth is more
uniform and thicker (150-200 nm) clearly showing that closer spacing leads to a faster
growth rate. The underlying nanowires in both cases were about 15-20 nm in diameter.

Figure 4.12 SEM images of the InGaN growth on GaN nanowires showing the effect of
substrate and showerhead separation on the growth rate. The growth at a) 4 inch
separation is only 100-125 nm in 15 minutes while the growth at b) 1 inch separation is
about 250-350 nm thick for the same duration. The scale bar in the images is 500 nm.
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Experimentally, it was observed that a 2 inch separation and 100 Torr pressure
was the best for controlled uniform growth. If the model was used, a 0.5 inch separation
and 8 Torr would be the best conditions. However, the actual reactor has to be modeled to
use the parameters in designing experiments.
Figures 4.13 and 4.14 are the complete modeling data for various pressure,
temperature, separation and flow rate combinations. Figure 4.13 has data for 5 sccm N2
carrier flow rate and figure 4.14 includes the results for 15 sccm N2 flow rate. The
horizontal axis has data from three pressures (8, 80 and 400 Torr) and the vertical axis
has data from four separations (0.5 , 1.5. 3 and 4.5 inch).
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Figure 4.13 Growth rate plots at different separation, pressure and temperature for 5 seem
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The model used for the reactor simulation is not an exact model ofthe reactor.
This inlet port and the pump port are not the right sizes which could lead to a huge
variation in the actual growth in the reactor. Some ofthe observations actually point to
the fact. If the inlet is only via the showerhead, the flow would impinge on the substrate
with uniformity at larger distances that that has been modeled as channeling would be
reduced. The overall growth rate would also be reduced which would be an accurate
modeling of the system as well.
Also, the system has been modeled for GaN film growth. InGaN growth would
require InGaN reaction chemistry which has not been studied and need in situ
measurements of the species to identify all the adatoms.
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CHAPTER 5

SYNTHESIS OF GaN AND III-ANTIMONIDE NANOWIRES

5.1 Introduction

This chapter includes the results and analysis of
1. III-Sb nanowire growth to understand the nanowire growth mechanism and the
role of equilibrium solubility in controlling nanowire growth.
2. Orientation controlled synthesis of GaN nanowires on different substrates.

5.2 Controlling nanowire growth mode

There is a lot of interest in III-V semiconductor nanowires for possible
applications in power electronics and opto-electronic devices 161 ,162. Development of
nanowire synthesis techniques is critical for the creation of optimal device structures. In
this regard, control and understanding of nanowire growth mechanism is of paramount
importance.
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Traditionally, catalyst assisted VLS growth has been the most widely used method for
semiconductor nanowire synthesis 163, 164,165. In this method (illustrated in Fig 5.1), a
foreign metal droplet is used as a catalyst which acts to crack the gas phase precursors
and dissolve the growth species forming a eutectic alloy. Further dissolution leads to
supersaturation causing precipitation. Precipitation has been observed to occur at the
substrate droplet interface which causes the catalyst tip led growth of nanowires as shown
in the schematic in fig 5.1.

Dissolution

Catalyst
droplet

Alloy
droplet

Supersaturated
aUoy droplet

Precipitation
at the interface

Figure 5.1 Schematic illustrating the process sequence of catalyst assisted VLS growth.
The catalyst droplet causes the cracking of the gas phase species and dissolution of the
growth species and further dissolution causes supersaturation. Precipitation occurs at the
liquid substrate interface leading to the tip led growth of a nanowire.

Precise control over the nanowire morphology and epitaxy 165 has been achieved
VIa catalyst assisted process, the translation of this process into mainstream
electronics/device assembly is an issue due to the detrimental effects of the catalyst metal
on the semiconductor properties. Hence, there is a tremendous interest in catalyst free
synthesis of III -V nanowires. There have been various reports of such synthesis using
various methods such as MOCVD 166, MBE 167 and HVPE 168 • GaN nanorods have also
been synthesized on masked substrates via MOCVD 169 without any catalyst. MOCVD
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growth of indium tip led InP nanowires I70,171 ,172 via MOCVD has also been reported.
However, most of these methods fail to address the underlying mechanism controlling the
growth and how to control the growth process.

(a)

Figure 5.2: SEM micrographs of the two different nanowire growth modes. a) Tip led
growth of silicon nanowires. b) Bulk nucleation of bismuth nanowires out of one gallium
droplet.

5.2.1 Low melting metal mediated nanowire growth

Low melting metals (Gallium/Indium) have also used as mediators for the catalyst
free synthesis of GaN173, InN174, GaSb175,176 and InSb 175 ,176 nanowires. The metal droplet
is not foreign but is one of the constituent materials, hence the term "self-catalysis".
Here, apart from the generally observed tip-led growth shown in fig 5.2a, high density of
nanowires has been observed to grow out of one droplet as shown in fig 5.2b.
The observed bulk nucleation growth mode has been attributed to the very low
solubility eutectic of the growth species in the mediating droplet. Fig 5.3 shows a
comparison between the Ga-N and Au-Si phase diagrams which clearly shows the very
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different eutectic composition. It is <10-6 at % for Ga-N while the composition very large
~

20% for Au-Si system. The exact translation of the role of eutectic composition needs

to be ascertained to have a better understanding of the nucleation process.
Almost all of the phase diagrams have a common feature that if the eutectic
composition is small, the liquidus line is very steep (figure 5.3a) and the ratio C/C* is
orders of magnitude higher than that in the case of a phase diagrams with large eutectic
compositions (figure 5.3b). Critical nuclei size estimations indicate that it is < 20 nm for
Ga-N system which will favor bulk nucleation out of a micron sized droplet while it is in
microns for Au-Si system which will favor a tip led growth out of a sub-micron size
droplet. Therefore, the role of critical nuclei size (the factors that govern the same) i.e.
equilibrium solubility and hence the growth mode needs to be understood better.
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Figure 5.3 Binary phase diagrams of a) Ga-N and b) Au-Si depicting the very small and
large eutectic compositions in the two systems.

Towards this objective, Ga-Sb system is chosen as a model system. Figure 5.4
shows the binary phase diagram of the Ga-Sb system. The unique feature of the phase
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diagram is the coexistence of two eutectics with different compositions at the extremes of
the phase diagram. Region 1 is the eutectic with the very low solubility eutectic of Sb in
Ga

« 10-5).

On the other hand, region 2 is the high solubility eutectic of Ga in Sb (~

11%). This gives an opportunity to study the role of equilibrium solubility on the
nanowire growth process, eliminating any material specific discrepancies. Bulk
nucleation and growth of GaSb nanowires, for the case of vapor transport of antimony
source over gallium coated substrate (excel gallium conditions) at conditions close to
regions 1 and 2 has already been reported 175 .
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Figure 5.4 Phase diagram of the Ga-Sb system. The three regions are marked for being
very different in eutectic composition and equilibrium solubility to study the role of the
same in controlling nanowire growth mode. Region 1 and region 3 are the two eutectics
at excess gallium and excess antimony regions. Region 2 is marked as the range for
gallium tip led growth.
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It is hence useful to study if antimony can mediate GaSb nanowire growth

analogous to gallium when operating under the conditions that lie within region 3. For
this, the experimental setup had to be designed to have excess antimony conditions.
Gallium and antimony were used as the source materials. SbCh was not used as the
antimony source as it would be a little tricky to crease excess antimony conditions with
the vapor phase precursor. Antimony has a very high vapor pressure and the substrate
should have a large excess of antimony to account for the losses due to evaporation at the
synthesis temperatures. The experimental setup has been described in section 3.2.2.
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Figure 5.5 a) SEM micrograph of the GaSb nanowires synthesized on quartz substrates
under antimony rich conditions. b) Magnified view of the GaSb nanowires showing the
tip. c) High resolution TEM image of the nanowire showing the single crystalline nature
of the nanowire. d) FFT pattern of the nanowire showing the < 101> growth direction. e)
Raman spectrum of the GaSb nanowires showing the characteristic 229 cm- I peak. f) NIR
PL emission from the GaSb nanowires showing peak at 0.73 eV the characteristic band
edge emission ofGaSb l76 .
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At the start of the heating process, antimony evaporates from the crucible and
deposits on the substrate placed on the crucible. This creates the excess antimony
condition required. However, there is also a constant loss of antimony when the system is
heated to the desired temperature 735 C. It is very important to have excess antimony at
this stage on the substrate. Now, gallium vapors reach the substrate dissolve into
antimony and GaSb precipitates into nanowires. Figure 5.5a is the SEM micrograph of
GaSb nanowires obtained from this experiment. The nanowires are 30-50 nm in diameter
and microns long. The nanowires were observed to have tips indicating that it was a tip
led growth process. The single crystalline nanowires grow in the <10-11> direction as
shown in the HRTEM images in figures' 5.5 c and d respectively. The material is
confirmed to be GaSb as the Raman spectrum has the peak at 229 cm- I . Also, the band
edge emission in the near infrared at 0.73 eV is a characteristic of GaSb material system.
After confirming the nanowires to be of pure phase single crystalline GaSb
nanowires grown via a tip led process, the next step is to investigate the tip composition
to understand the mechanism of growth. Figure 5.6 is the TEM EDS line scan along the
tip and the nanowire. It is clear that the nanowire contains a uniform distribution of Ga
and Sb (GaSb) as shown in other characterization data in figure 4.4. However, the
interesting thing to note is that the tip contains excess antimony and very little gallium.
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Figure 5.6 TEM EDS line scan along the GaSb nanowire and the tip. The nanowire is
GaSb with equal and uniform distribution along the length while the tip is almost pure
antimony and very little residual gallium in the same proportion as the eutectic
composition.

The amount of gallium is similar to that would be left in the alloy due to the 11 %
eutectic composition. Also, analogous to the observed bulk nucleation in the case of
excess gallium and antimony in the vapor phase, excess antimony should have resulted in
bulk nucleation of GaSb nanowires out of an antimony droplet. This result is an
important step in understanding the growth modes. Further, the reason for the tip led
growth rather than bulk nucleation has to be investigated. Critical nuclei size is defined as
the diameter of the largest possible stable nuclei precipitating out of a supersaturated
solution and is estimated by
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dc -

n

4an

(C)

5.1

RT In C'

is the molar volume (cc/mol) of the nucleating material, cr is the liquid-crystal

interfacial energy (J/m2), R is gas constant (J/mol-K), T is the system temperature (K), C
is the concentration of species in the supersaturated droplet governed by the operating
conditions, C* is the equilibrium concentration which is determined from the liquidus
line of the phase diagram at the synthesis temperature. The ratio of the concentrations is
the factor that controls the nuclei size to a large extent. The estimation of the interfacial
energy is the critical part in these calculations. Interfacial energy can be calculated using
equation 5.2
cos e =
Where

ySV_ySL

Y

LV

e is the contact angle, y is the interfacial energy between solid (s),

5.2
liquid (L) and

vapor (v) phases. The sv and Lv interfacial energies are considered as surface energies of
the respective solid and liquid phases. The surface energies of Ga l77 and Sb l78 are
available in literature. The interfacial energy of Ga-GaSb system has been estimated to be
1.14 J/m2 for gallium rich conditions. Since the Ga-GaSb and Sb-GaSb systems are non-

wetting (90 < e < 180), a representative number of 160 (close to completely non-wetting)
is used for the calculations. The surface energy of GaSb is estimated from equation 2
using gallium as the liquid and GaSb as the solid phase at 600C. Comparison of the
variation of critical nuclei size with antimony compositions is estimated in figure 5.7 for
region 1 (Ga-GaSb system at 300C) and region 2 (Ga-GaSb system at 600C) considering
gallium as the liquid and GaSb as the solid phase. In region 3, antimony is the liquid
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phase and GaSb is the solid phase as antimony is the phase mediating the growth of
nanowlres.
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Figure 5.7 Estimated critical nuclei diameters for GaSb system for various antimony
compositions. Regions 2 and 3 with the large equilibrium solubility have large critical
nuclei sizes and region 1 with low solubility has much smaller critical nuclei size.

The diameter of the synthesized GaSb nanowires in figure 5.5b is in the same
order of magnitude as the antimony tip which matches reasonably well with the critical
nuclei size estimations of around 100 -150 nm. The size of the mediating droplet is the
difference in the observed antimony tip-led and the bulk nucleation out of a gallium
droplet. Since the critical nuclei size is orders of magnitude smaller than the droplet, bulk
nucleation is favored whereas when the critical nuclei size is in the same order of
magnitude of the droplet, tip led growth is observed.
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If the proposed relation between the critical nuclei size and growth mode is true,
gallium tip led growth of GaSb nanowires should be possible under excess gallium
conditions with antimony being supplied in vapor phase for conditions that maintain the
system in region 2. The experimental setup is described in section 3. The thin coating of
gallium on the substrate breaks up into droplets as gallium has very low melting point.
Figure 5.8 is the SEM EDS elemental map of a GaSb nanowire with a gallium tip led
growth.

Figure 5.8 SEM EDS elemental map of GaSb nanowire. The absence of antimony at the
tip and it showing up in the gallium map is a clear indication of the tip being pure
gallium. The scale bar is 1 J..lm.

The tip can be clearly identified in gallium map while it is completely absent in
the antimony map indicating a pure gallium tip led GaSb nanowire growth. Here, the
critical nuclei size is in the order of 200 nm while the droplet is of the same size leasing
to tip led growth. This corroborates the earlier proposed claim that equilibrium solubility
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can be used to design growth conditions to control the nanowire growth mode. The
process can be tuned better by the controlled supply of the source materials via MOCVD
rather than the use of bulk materials which lacks proper control over the supply.
It is very important to demonstrate the generic nature of the proposed mechanism

of control over the growth mode. Figure 5.9 is the phase diagram of the In-Sb system
with two eutectics like the Ga-Sb system. Following the same logic from GaSb growth
results, it should be possible to synthesize antimony tip led InSb nanowires if the system
is maintained in region 2.
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Figure 5.9 Phase diagram of the In-Sb system showing the two eutectics
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solubility

in indium rich conditions and 32% solubility in the antimony rich region)

Experimental set up similar to one described in section 3 was set up for the
antimony tip led growth of InSb nanowires. The observed growth was analyzed for
morphology and composition of the nanowire and the tip. Indeed, a tip led nanowire
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growth was observed. The nanowire had diameter in the 50-70 nm range and microns in
length with tip in the same size range as shown in Fig 5.10.

Figure 5.10 SEM micrographs of the as synthesized InSb nanowires where the tip led
growth is clearly evident. The scale bar is 100 nm.

SEM EDS elemental map of the wires shown in Fig 5.11 clearly indicates the tip
being antimony rich with residual indium as the eutectic is about 32% indium. In
contrast, the gallium tip led GaSb growth did not have any antimony at the tip as the
eutectic is extremely small composition.
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Figure 5.11 SEM EDS elemental map of InSb nanowire showing excess antimony at the
tip indicating an antimony tip led growth of the nanowires. The scale bars are 100 nm.

The proposed concept to address the role of equilibrium solubility in controlling
nanowire growth mode can also be used to explain the observed tip led growth in Au
assisted silicon nanowire growth as the large solubility would lead to a large critical
nuclei size leasing to tip led growth 163 if the Au droplets are in the 100s ofnm size range.
Bulk nucleation has also been observed for nickel cluster assisted silicon nanowires
where the large solubility leads to large critical nuclei size but the very large nickel
catalyst droplet size leads to bulk nucleation 179 .

f
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5.3 Synthesis of GaN nanowires

5.3 1 Self-catalyzed synthesis of GaN nanowires

GaN nanowues were synthesized at different process conditions to achieve
orientation controlled growth. Synthesis was also attempted on different substrates.
Earlier work in our group has already shown that growth orientation control can be
obtained by controlling the growth mode 173 (tip led or bulk nucleation). The synthesis
conditions devised for the orientation controlled synthesis are discussed in section
3.2.1.1, where it is the material flux that is the parameter to control the nanowire growth
orientation. Another very important difference is the substrate employed in the two
approaches. Quartz was used as the substrate when growth mode was the control 173 where
the wetting behavior of gallium droplets was the controlling parameter. Different
substrates were used in this study ranging from metals (stainless steel, copper), to
semiconductors (silicon and GaN) and insulator (quartz). The primary reason is that
stainless steel and copper can be used as direct back contact for device applications while
the nanowires on quartz would have to be scraped off and deposited onto a conducting
substrate. Nanowires grown on GaN and silicon substrates can be used only when there is
a good ohmic contact between the substrate and the connector wires.
Two distinct process conditions were devised to understand the role of material
flux and type of substrate on the nanowire growth process. Figure 5.12 is a compilation
of the resulting growth obtained on various substrates at each growth condition. One set
of process conditions used gallium metal source heated to 750 C at 300 mTorr with 200
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sccm NH3 flow and other used GaN powder at 900 C at 20 Torr with 200 sccm NH3 flow.
A clear dependence of the nanowire growth as well as orientation of the synthesized
nanowires on the substrate and the process parameters was observed. It was observed that
experiments using gallium metal at 900C resulted in the growth of only GaN crystals on
the substrates and no growth was observed on the substrate when using GaN powder at
the 750 C conditions.
a-GaN NW

Stainless
steel

c-GaN NW
Ga - Metal

Copper
c-GaN
Silicon

Quartz
725C
300 mTorr

900C
20 Torr

Figure 5.12 Template for process and substrate selection for controlled growth of GaN
nanowires. Metal substrates can always be used to grow nanowires using the developed
process window whereas nanowire growth on semiconductor or insulators is heavily
affected by the wetting behavior of gallium.

Based on the process conditions and substrate, the nanowire growth and
orientation can be controlled. When employing the 750 C conditions, the gallium flux is
high from the direct evaporation of the metal and gallium deposition was observed on the
non-metallic substrates. This could be due to the fact that at the low substrate
temperatures, GaN reaction might be activated only at the metal surfaces which might
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catalyze the crystal formation to start the nanowire growth. Also, at lower temperatures,
the higher order planes might be energetically favorable, leading to the growth of a-plane
oriented GaN nanowires.
At the high temperature conditions (900 C), the surface temperatures on all but
the quartz substrate would be high enough and the low gallium flux from the GaN
powder results in the formation of small crystal nuclei on the surface. Since at very high
temperatures, c-plane is the most stable, c-plane oriented nanowires are formed. Gallium
vapor preferentially condenses on the preexisting nuclei leading to a tip led growth.
However, since quartz is an insulator, the surface temperature would be lower than the
other substrates. This although is sufficient to growth GaN crystals, a plane oriented
nanowires grow as they are stable at lower temperatures.
As synthesized "c" plane and "a" plane oriented GaN nanowires synthesized on
stainless steel substrates are shown in figure 5.13 . This is a clear demonstration of the
role of process conditions in controlling the nanowire growth orientation.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.13 SEM micrograph of a) "c" plane and b) "a" plane oriented GaN nanowires
synthesized on stainless steel.
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Figure 5.14 shows the as synthesized "a" plane oriented GaN nanowires grown on quartz
substrates. The growth is very uniform and the close up image shows the nanowires with
25-50 nm diameter and 100s of microns length.

Figure 5.14 SEM micrographs of "a" plane oriented GaN nanowires synthesized on
quartz substrates.

Figure 5.15 through 5.17 are the images of the nanOWlres grown on varIOUS
substrates. All the nanowires were synthesized at 900C conditions and resulted in "c"
plane oriented nanowires.

Figure 5.15 SEM micrographs of "c" plane oriented GaN nanowires grown on copper
substrate.
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Figure 5.16 SEM micrographs of "c" plane oriented GaN nanowires synthesized on GaN
substrate.

Figure 5.17 SEM micrographs of "c" plane oriented GaN nanowires synthesized on
silicon substrate.

The implications of such control are tremendous in device applications where
vertical arrays are a preferred mode compared to bulk nucleation.
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5.3.2 Copper catalyzed synthesis of GaN nanowires

Synthesis of GaN nanowires without any catalyst led to the growth of long
nanowires in a mat like morphology. Synthesis of vertical arrays of nanowires is
challenging by this method as there is not precise control over the density and spacing of
the nanowires. Using a catalyst can help to direct the growth of nanowires. Various
catalysts such as gold, nickel etc have been used for the synthesis of GaN nanowires and
it has been shown that they can create trap states in the material causing deterioration of
the material properties.
Copper nanopartic1es (diameter < 100 nm) were used as catalyst for the synthesis
of GaN nanowires. Under similar conditions described for the synthesis of c-GaN
nanowires i.e. 900C with 200 sccm NH3 at 20 Torr the bare substrate was replaced with
the ones coated with copper nanopartic1es.
Tip led growth of GaN nanowires with three distinct morphologies was observed.
In one case, the nanowires were coiled with lOs of microns long with diameters in the 2050 nm range as shown in figure 5.18. The coiled growth could be due to a constant
instability of the droplet on the nanowire surface. Further characterization on the
dropletlnanowire interface is needed to study the phenomenon.
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Figure 5.18 SEM images of the coiled GaN nanowire morphology of GaN grown using
copper tips. The nanowires are lOs of microns in length and 10-50 nm in diameter. The
coil could be the result of constant copper droplet instability on the growing nanowire.

Straight GaN nanowires with copper tips were also observed. The nanowires were
2-5 !lm in length and

~

100 nm in diameter. Faceting of the nanowire and the copper

droplet at the tip is also evident. This is the kind of growth needed to get to vertical
arrays.
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Figure 5.19 SEM images of the copper catalyzed GaN nanowires showing the straight
nanowire growth suitable for vertical array format. The nanowires are

~

100 nm in

diameter and 2-5 )lm in length. Faceting of the tip is clearly evident.

The most interesting morphology however, shown in figures 5.20. The nanowires
grow as branches on the straight nanowires. The branched nanowires are single
crystalline, have a copper tip as well but bend 1200 periodically. HRTEM images of the
nanowires shown in figure 5.21, show that the nanowires are single crystalline and
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orientation of the nanowires is maintained by the six fold symmetry of GaN. The bend
does not have any kinks or dislocations. This could be caused by the instability of the
copper droplet on the nanowire tip and the mechanism needs further investigation.

Figure 5.20 SEM images of the branched growth on straight GaN nanowires. The
branches are also copper tip led with diameters in the 10-20 nm range. The branches are
straight to some length and then bend 1200 possibly due to droplet instability.
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Figure 5.21 HRTEM images of the 1200 bent GaN nanowire branch. The arm as well as
the bend does not have any stacking faultslkinks. The orientation of the nanowire is
preserved as GaN has a six fold symmetry which also could be the reason for the
observed bend angle of the nanowire.
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CHAPTER 6

SYNTHESIS OF InGaN ON GaN NANOWIRES

6.1 Introduction

This chapter includes the results from the observed morphology of InGaN layers
growth on GaN nanowire substrates. Characterization of the InGaN films in bulk and
nanoscale for crystallinity, composition and composition uniformity is included. Analysis
of the observed dependence of the heteroepitaxial growth on the orientation of the
nanowire substrate is also discussed. Preliminary results on the photoactivity
measurements on the bare GaN nanowires and InGaN/GaN structures are also presented.

6.2 InGaN growth on GaN nanowire substrates

The synthesized GaN nanowires are now used as substrates for the synthesis of
InGaN alloys with controlled composition. Since a very precise control over the
precursor flux can be achieved using gas phase supply, MOCVD was employed. This
section includes a discussion on the observed growth, results from the composition,
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crystallinity and band gap measurements along with some interesting growth and
processmg Issues.

6.2.1 Morphology

The main idea of this work is that nanowires can act as strain relaxing substrates
and help in mitigating phase segregation. This will be proved only by the growth of
single crystalline InGaN with controlled composition on GaN nanowires. Also, the ability
to synthesize GaN nanowires of controlled orientation allowed for the study of any
orientation dependence of InGaN growth on GaN nanowire substrates.

Figure 6.1 is the compilation of InGaN growth on GaN nanowires. Growth
evolution of InGaN on "c" plane and "a" plane GaN nanowires is shown in the figures ac and d-frespectively. Since it was possible to synthesize GaN nanowires with controlled
orientation on stainless steel, comparative studies of orientation dependence would be
free of any substrate led variations.
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Figure 6.1 SEM micrograph of the evolution of InGaN growth a)-c) c-GaN and d)-f)
a-GaN nanowires. Island growth, coalescence followed by a shell formation is the general
observation. The hexagonal islands grow along the length of the c-GaN nanowires while
growth is perpendicular to the length in the case of a-GaN nanowires.
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Composition controlled synthesis of InGaN alloys on GaN nanowires was
attempted via control of the various process parameters such as precursor flux, substrate
temperature etc. Details of the process window developed will be discussed later in the
chapter. The synthesis process follows a feedback system where after one synthesis
experiment the material is extensively characterized to understand the growth. Single
parameter variation is pursued deriving from the previous result to attain the desired
composition and crystallinity.
The evolution of the growth of InGaN layers grown on c-GaN and a-GaN
nanowires is shown in figures 6.1 a)-c) and d)-f) respectively. The common feature of the
growth is the hexagonal island formation, coalescence and finally the formation of a
epitaxial shell on the nanowires. The orientation dependence of the heteroepitaxial
growth on the nanowires is reflected in the orientation of the islands and the nature of the
shell formation. A thorough investigation into the mechanism of the shell formation will
be presented later in the section. This result shows that crystalline growth can be obtained
on the nanowires. The formation of crystalline islands coalescing into a uniform shell on
the nanowires is the main result for this section.

6.2.2 Crystallinity from XRD

After the growth is analyzed for morphology confirming it is a crystalline looking
growth. The most important step is to check for the composition of the synthesized alloy
which has to be measured and corroborated using a number of techniques for a consistent
and accurate measurement. From a synthesis point of view, it is important to find out the
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nature of growth. Irrespective of the composition, if the InGaN layer is not a single
crystal, it is not really a useful result as the grain boundaries will act as trap sites for the
charge carriers destroying any electronic charge transport properties. Hence, the samples
. were analyzed in XRD for crystallinity. The XRD peak as well as the variation in the
lattice parameter indicative of composition of the InGaN alloy is shown in figure 6.2.
Here, XRD is used as a bulk characterization tool to investigate the crystallinity of the
synthesized alloy.
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Figure 6.2 Compilation of the XRD peaks obtained from the synthesized InGaN alloys.
XRD peaks from GaN and InN are included to show that the peaks lie within the two
composition extremities.

Presence of peaks is indicative of the crystallinity of the material. Also, since the
peaks are a direct measure of lattice parameters, spectra with shifted peaks are indicative
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of a different lattice parameter i.e. composition. The InGaN peaks lie between the GaN
and InN peaks which should be the case and confirms that the material is InGaN.
Following Vegard's law 180 the composition of the InGaN layers is determined using the
corresponding GaN and InN peaks. The presence of a single set of peaks is a clear
indication that only a single phase is present. If there was phase segregation into a
gallium or indium rich phases, two or more (multiple) peaks would show up on the XRD
spectra. Hence, this is a demonstration of the proposed concept that nanowires do in fact
act as strain relaxing substrates as the highest strain is caused at the mid compositions
and the XRD data on the mid composition InGaN shows no phase segregation.

6.2.3 Band gap from diffuse reflectance

Continuing with the theme of bulk characterization tools, optical measurements
were performed to check for the band gap of the synthesized InGaN alloys. InGaN alloys
should have band gaps between 3.4 eV (GaN) and 0.8 eV (InN). This would be another
indication of the compositions synthesized. However, standard transmission or
absorbance measurements were not possible for our samples due to the stainless steel
substrate. Diffuse reflectance measurements were performed to check for the band gap.
The reflectance signal (R) has to be converted into usable numbers that can be used to
deduce the band gap of the alloys159. Analogous to the.Tauc plot of(ahv)2vs (hv) used to
determine the direct band gap of materials, the new conversion parameter from the
diffuse reflectance signal (R) is used. A plot of

[In(max-Rmin)]2 vs Energy is used to
R-Rmin

determine the direct band gap of the material 159 . Figure 6.3 is the compilation of the band
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gap measured from the diffuse reflectance from various InGaN compositions synthesized.
The straight lines from the spectra indicate a direct band gap which is very important for
the material to be a good absorber and generate electron hole pairs efficiently.
The range of band gaps synthesized from 0.7 eV to 3.4 eV and all the
compositions indicate that nanowires can be used as strain relaxed substrate for all
compositions. However, the region of interest is in the 40-60% indium content where the
band gap is ~ 2 eV.
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Figure 6.3 Compilation of all the band gaps measured on the InGaN samples measured
via diffuse reflectance the band gaps of all the InGaN alloy compositions from 0.7 eV to
3.4 eV.
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6.2.4 Epitaxy and composition from electron diffraction

Having ascertained the crystallinity and bulk composition of the alloys, now it is
important to determine the crystal quality and material distribution in the nanoscale since
bulk measurements can sometimes average out the nanoscale localized composition
modulation. Epitaxial relation to the underlying substrate also has to be understood to
determine the growth mechanism. HRTEM was employed to study the crystallinity and
epitaxy of the InGaN growth on GaN nanowires. Figure 6.4 is a representative HRTEM
image of InGaN layer along with the GaN nanowire for an alloy with 90% indium
content (almost the maximum lattice separation from GaN). This sample is very useful to
study the heteroepitaxial growth behavior on nanowires as the stress related effects will
be at the maximum amplitude due to the almost maximum variation in the lattice
parameter of the growth species and the substrate.
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Figure 6.4 Representative HRTEM image of the InGaN growth on GaN nanowire. InGaN
layer has a larger lattice constant that the GaN nanowire as indicated in the figure .

As shown in the figure 6.5, the InGaN layer is single crystalline with few
dislocations that is a reflection on the strain relaxed heteroepitaxial growth. No new
defects or misfit dislocations are created. Epitaxy leads to the translation of the substrate
orientation to the growing layers and that is the reason for the observed difference in the
arrangement of the hexagonal islands on the c-GaN and a-GaN nanowires. Details of this
process will be discussed later in the chapter.
Localized study of the crystallinity and epitaxy can be conducted using electron
diffraction analogous to XRD (bulk). Figures 6.5a and b show two representative SAED
spot patterns obtained from InGaN/GaN structures with different InGaN compositions.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 6.5 Sample SAED spot patterns obtained from InGaN layers on GaN nanowires.
The difference in the patterns is the relative separation of the spots which is indicative of
heteroepitaxial structures with different lattice parameters. Presence of only two identical
symmetric sets of spot patterns shows single crystalline growth.

One set of spots is from GaN while the other is from InGaN layer. The distance of
the spots from the center of the pattern is a measure of the lattice spacing of the material.
In figure 6.5a and b there are two symmetric sets of spots with different separation
distance from the center. This indicates two single crystalline specimens with different
lattice parameters but same crystal structure are present (SINGLE CRYSTALLINE
HETEROEPITAXIAL GROWTH). The absence of any other or stray peaks marks the
absence of any other phases that means NO PHASE SEGREGATION. There is no
POL YCRYSTALLINE GROWTH also which would lead to a ring like pattern. The
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distance from the center is inversely proportional to the lattice parameter. This means any
lnGaN layer on GaN will have spots closer to the center and the GaN lattice spots will be
the ones farther from the center. So, for the lnGaN system, GaN will have the spots
farthest from the center while InN with the largest lattice spacing will have the spots
closest to the center. Since GaN peaks are always present in the analysis, they can be
used as internal calibration for all the lattice spacing measurements. The intensity profiles
of the spot patterns can be used to measure the distances, hence the lattice parameters.
A representative intensity profile measured from an SAED spot pattern in shown
in figure 6.6. The intensity profile of the set of spots chosen by the rectangle shown in the
SAED pattern is presented. The is used to estimate the composition using Vegard' s
law 180 .

GaN

Figure 6.6 Representative SAED pattern with an intensity profile showing the two sets of
peaks. Peaks closer to the center are lnGaN and GaN peaks are farther from the center.
Spots chosen are within the red rectangle in the SAED pattern.
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Similar intensity profiles are measured for different InOaN compositions
synthesized and used to estimate all the synthesized compositions. Figure 6.7 shows the
compiled intensity profiles. All the profiles are normalized wrt the OaN separation
wherein the indium content can be measured by the ratio of the separations.
Each normalized InOaN peak position is used to estimate the indium content
weighed against the maximum separation of InN from OaN. Also, elemental composition
is measured using TEM EDS spot measurement and is included in the peak label. The
two numbers match within measurement error limits.
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Figure 6.7 Compilation of the intensity profiles from the SAED patterns. All the
measurements are normalized wrt OaN peale The increased spacing of the InOaN peaks
from the OaN peak is a measure of the increasing shift in lattice constant translating to
increasing indium content InOaN alloys. We have synthesized InOaN alloys from InN all
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the way to GaN. Each InGaN peak is labeled with two numbers. The first is the estimated
Indium content measured from the peak positions and the second number is the
composition measured from TEM EDS.

6.2.5 Uniformity of Indium/Gallium distribution in InGaN growth

Once the compositions are analyzed, the focus is to determine the uniformity of
composition (distribution of the indium and gallium species) to ascertain the presence of
phase segregation. Uniformity of material distribution was imaged via EDS. EDS is a
useful to determine identify and quantify the individual elements in a sample. This can be
measured in an SEM (macro scale over a lot of nanowires) as well as in a TEM where a
localized measurement is possible. EDS mapping in an SEM was not employed as the
resolution is not high enough and for the spot analysis underlying GaN nanowire adds to
the gallium signal which will always underestimate the indium content. Hence, TEM
EDS was employed. Figures 6.9 and 6.1 0 shows EDS elemental maps of InGaN growth
on "c" plane and "a" plane oriented GaN nanowires respectively.
In both the images, the GaN nanowire shows up in the gallium map as a thin line
but is missing from the indium map and shows up as region of no growth.
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Figure 6.8 TEM EDS elemental map of InGaN growth on "c" plane oriented GaN
nanowire. The nanowire is clearly visible in the gallium map and leaves a conspicuously
blank pattern in the indium map. The uniform distribution of gallium and indium is clear
in the maps. An image of the InGaN islands on GaN nanowire is also included for
companson.
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Figure 6.9 TEM EDS elemental map of InGaN growth on "a" plane oriented GaN
nanowire. The nanowire is clearly visible in the gallium map and leaves a conspicuously
blank pattern in the indium map. The uniform distribution of gallium and indium is clear
in the maps. An image of the InGaN islands on GaN nanowire is also included for
companson.

In the elemental maps, the material distribution is uniform within the
measurement limits of the TEM EDS mapping which is in the nm scale.
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As discussed earlier, SAED collects signals from lOs of nm large areas. To
determine if the material segregation is in the nanoscale, CBED measurements were
performed. CBED patterns collected from < 5 nm spots which would be sufficient to
detect composition segregation in the nanoscale. The discs obtained from CBED
measurements can be used to measure the lattice spacing analogous to the spots in SAED.
Figure 6.10 shows the lattice spacing measurements at the same [010] zone axis for all
samples. The measurements are in pixels as GaN and InN lattice parameters are also
included in pixels and ratios were used to estimate the composition. Measurements were
made on multiple nanowires from one sample and repeated for samples with varying
indium content.
It is clear from the figure that although there were a few variations in

compositions between wires from one sample, the composition numbers were consistent.
This was true for different samples with different InGaN compositions as well as shown
in figure 6.10. The variation in the composition for different nanowires from one sample
is either due to non-uniform precursor distribution in the chamber that can be addressed
by reaction tuning or due to the nature of the GaN nanowires grown on stainless steel
substrates.
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Figure 6.10 Measured lattice parameters of InGaN, GaN and InN via CBED. The
measured compositions show that on nanowires from one sample there is a minor
composition variation and overall it matched with that measured from other techniques.
All the measurements are consistent with the characteristic wurtzite cia ratio 1.6.

6.2.6 Precursor shielding effect

In the CBED measurements, some composition variation was observed on the
same wire along the length. This could be attributed to the non-uniform precursor
distribution in the chamber from the showerhead and can be handled via tuning of the
structural components. However, there is another very interesting parameter at work here.
Figure 5.28 shows the extremely high density of the GaN nanowires. The density is
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similar on all the substrates. Although this high density is good for applications that need
enhanced surface area, it is a problem when trying to grow uniform layers on the
nanowires. The gradually increasing density from the top towards the substrate surface is
clearly evident.

~

Top

~

Middle

---~

Bottom

Figure 6.11 SEM micrograph of the extremely high density of GaN nanowires. The
density gradient increasing from the top to the bottom (substrate surface) is also shown.

The extremely high density of nanowires can cause a shielding of the precursors
to the nanowires in the layers below the surface. Growth at different heights was
examined to study if there is in fact any precursor shielding by the nanowires. Figure 6.11
shows the growth on nanowires on the same substrate at different regions of the growth.
Growth is completely conformal smooth shell like growth on the nanowires on the top as
shown in figure 6.12a. Partial coverage is observed on the nanowires in the middle region
as seen in figure 6.12b. Growth is almost non-existent with clean surface for nanowires at
the bottom as shown in figure 6.12c.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.12 SEM micrographs of the variation in InGaN growth as a function of the
distance from the top demonstrating the shielding of the precursor flux reaching the lower
layers due to the high density of the nanowires. The wires on the top layer have a uniform
conformal coating but the growth tends to be more scattered and island like in the middle
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regions. At the lower region, close to the substrate, there is practically no growth of
InGaN.

Also, it can be seen that the nanowires do not remain in one plane but form a 3d
matrix. The wires bend and dive down from the top to the lower zones which along with
the shielding effect could cause non uniform precursor supply causing the observed
composition fluctuation along one wire. This is almost like a manifestation of the time
evolution of growth shown in figure 6.1 where time was the control to reach full coverage
starting from island formation. Here, the high density of nanowires cause shielding of the
precursors and lead to a pseudo time delay in growth which as a window for
understanding the evolution of the growth process. An interesting observation
nonetheless!

6.2.7 Orientation dependent heteroepitaxial growth of InGaN on GaN NWs

The morphology of InGaN layers on c-GaN and a-GaN nanowires is distinctly
unique as seen in figure 6.1. The time evolution shows the formation shows the formation
of the scattered islands at the initial stages. The islands grow, coalesce forming a
corrugated shell at first. Further growth occurs to fill up the valleys giving the shell a
much smoother appearance.
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Figure 6.13 Schematic of the hexagonal GaN crystal structure. c-GaN nanowires have a
hexagonal cross section bounded by six non polar (10-10) facets while a-GaN nanowires
have a rectangular cross section bounded by alternating pairs of polar (0001) and nonpolar (10-10) facets.

Explaining the mechanism starts with a review of the crystal structure of GaN. As
shown in figure 6.13, the c-GaN nanowires (growing in the <0001> direction) have a
hexagonal cross section and are bound by the six nonpolar facets (10-10) while the aGaN nanowires (growing along the (11-20) plane) have a rectangular cross section bound
by alternating polar (0001) and non-polar (10-10) facets. The difference in structure and
polarity is expected to play a part in the observed morphological difference in InGaN
growth.
InGaN growth on GaN is initiated by the formation of hexagonal islands. The
base of the island is the polar (0001) plane while the six inclined facets are the semi-polar
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(10-11) planes. The epitaxial growth of c-planes is favored on c-planes of GaN
nanowires. Hence, on c-GaN nanowires, the islands are aligned along the length of the
nanowire (c-plane of the island grows epitaxially to the c-plane of GaN nanowire). It also
explains the alignment of islands perpendicular to the length and also only on two
opposite facets of the nanowire, as shown in figure 6.1 d, in a-GaN nanowires that have
only two (0001) facets.
Now that the orientation behavior is clarified, it is important to understand the
growth mechanism of InGaN on GaN nanowires in order to determine the role of
nanowires as strain relaxing substrates. Figure 6.14 shows the proposed growth
mechanism of InGaN layers on GaN nanowires. The high flux is the reason for the island
nucleation else growth would be layered at low flux conditions like in MBE. High flux
conditions are also responsible for the small inter-island spacing of 30-50 nm whereas
low flux conditions would result in large (microns scale) inter-island spacing 173. The
small spacing is also a reflection on the small adatom diffusion length on the nanowire
surface as the diffusion process is constrained by the small diameters of the nanowires
unlike thin films where the large unconstrained 2-D surfaces lead to larger diffusion
lengths. As shown in figure 6.14a, on a c-GaN nanowire, since all the facets are similar,
formation of a uniform symmetric step on all the facets starts the growth process. Since
the step is epitaxial to the surface, it too has gallium and nitrogen terminated surfaces
with different reactivity. The high reactivity of the gallium terminated surface 181 causes
material addition on that surface much faster than the nitrogen terminated surface. This
leads to the growth of the step along one direction only. Also, the polarity effect from the
nanowires leads to a directional adatom diffusion. Both these factors contribute to the
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observation of the islands being aligned in the same direction as shown in figure 6.1 a.
Similar directional growth of islands has been observed for homo epitaxial GaN growth
on m-plane and (10-11) oriented substrates 182. The directionality could be due to
anisotropy originating from polarization created due to the +c and ~ facets which would
be accentuated in the case of nanowires.

(a)

1
(b)

Figure 6.14 Schematic of the growth mechanism ofInGaN growth on GaN nanowires. a)
InGaN growth on a-GaN nanowires leads to a nonpolar hexagonal shell on the nanowire
while b) growth on a-GaN nanowire leads to the formation of a semi-polar shell on the
nanowlre.
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Once a step is formed, growth in the axial direction occurs via adatom addition to
the gallium terminated surface (V Ga »

V N). The rate of nucleation of new steps on the

existing layers competes with the rate of the step growth along the axis. The lateral
growth rate of the base of the pyramid is comparable to the growth rate of the tip of the
pyramid. The adatoms can hop from the new steps down to the older steps towards the
base of the pyramid but cannot hop to the nitrogen terminated surface due to its low
reactivity. The SE (Schwoebel Ehlrich) barrier 183 ,184 prevents adatoms from hopping from
the base towards the tip of the pyramid. The SE barrier has been defined as "the energetic
unwillingness of atoms to descend step edges" 185. In semiconductors, the barrier
however has also been observed for adatoms moving up the steps186. The energetics of
the material and the facets control the barrier direction. It has been observed that the
direction of ES barrier can also affect the step flow to cause uniform steps or lead to step
bunching 186 . The constant growth rates maintain the pyramidal shape of the growing
islands. The formation of islands has been observed also in the case of heteroepitaxial
growth of GaN growth on planar sapphire and AIN substrates and attributed to strain
relaxed growth

187

. The difference between the growth on planar substrates and nanowires

is the spatial constraint induced due to the small nanowire diameters. Hence, the effective
adatom diffusion lengths are much smaller (30-50 nm) compared to those on planar
substrates (microns).
Our data shown in figure 6.15 suggests that the island formation happens at the
very initial stages of the growth with dimensions < 5 nm. The small pyramids are also
observed in the EDS maps in figure 6.9. Once a pyramid forms, the growth of the steps in
the lateral and axial directions maintains the pyramidal aspect ratio and leads to an
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increase in the size of the islands that can be illustrated as the growth of the inclined facet
with a constant velocity VF• The islands grow unhindered till they come in contact with a
neighboring island. Once the tip of an island comes in contact with the base of another
island the axial growth process stops. Now, the adatoms act to fill up the valley leading to
the coalescence of the islands. This causes the observation of growth to evolve from
scattered islands to coalescence, finally leading to the formation of a smooth shell on the
nanowire. Since, the growth is symmetric on the nanowire the InGaN shell also has a six
fold symmetry bound by (10-10) facets.
As shown in figure 6.14b, growth on a-GaN is a little different. The "a" plane
nanowires are bound by a pair of (0001) and (l0-1O) surfaces. Growth occurs on the two
c planes as the islands have a hexagonal cross section due to the epitaxy with the
underlying (0001) plane. The islands grow perpendicular to the length of the nanowire as
shown in figure 6.1 d. Analogous to growth on c-GaN nanowires, step formation starts the
nucleation process. The hexagonal step grows laterally via adatoms attaching on all the
six nonpolar facets and new steps nucleate on the preexisting steps. The SE barrier
prevents the adatoms from hopping up the steps leading to the formation of the pyramidal
shape. The adatoms from the vapor phase as well as those diffusing on the nanowire
surface contribute to the growth. The constant axial and lateral growth velocities lead to
the growth of the pyramid and it seems that the inclined facet is growing at a constant
velocity. As the size of the pyramid increases, the inter-pyramid distance decreases and
finally the bases of adjacent pyramids come in contact. Now, the lateral growth stops.
The adatoms act to fill up the valleys reducing the corrugated appearance and finally
leading to the formation of a smooth shell. This shell is a result of the merging of the
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inclined (10-11) facets. Hence, the shell is bound by four semi-polar (l 0-11) surfaces.
The formation of pyramids as mirror images on either side of the nanowires is very
interesting. Growth starts via the formation of pyramid on the more reactive (0001) plane.
The mirror pyramid grows via the formation of a pyramid on the underside of this
pyramid. In both the cases, the final step where valleys get filled up is via homoepitaxial
growth as the underlying layer is already InGaN. It has been shown that island growth
has been shown to be a form of strain relaxed growth 187 indicating that InGaN growth on
GaN nanowires is strain relaxation process.
Although a smooth shell forms on the a-GaN and c-GaN nanowires with a similar
island growth mechanism, the characteristics are very different. The shell on the
c-GaN nanowires is hexagonal and is bounded by six non polar (l 0-10) facets. However,
the InGaN shell on a-GaN nanowires has a square cross section and is bounded by four
semi-polar (10-11) facets. This approach can be developed for polarity controlled
synthesis of nanowires. InGaN as a material system has many applications and
semi-polar nanowire architecture could lead to some interesting applications l88 .
Figure 6.15 is the SEM image of InGaN growth on "c" GaN nanowires showing
the very small pyramids to show that it was indeed the observation. In depth analysis on
the pyramidal island growth was performed to prove that the inclined facet indeed grew
at a constant velocity. If this is the case, the aspect ratio of the islands irrespective of the
size should be the same and equal to the wurtzite GaN aspect ratio of l.63. The aspect
ratio of many islands on different samples was measured. However, the geometry of the
crystals being measured has to be accounted for the correct measurement of the aspect
ratio. The aspect ratio "cia" is a measure of the length of one side of the hexagon to the
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height of the hexagon. As shown in the schematic in figure 6.16, the actual lengths
measured are projections that change with the perspective. Geometrical correlations are
made between the measured lengths and the actual aspect ratio. From the perspective
where only two facets can be completely seen, the aspect ratio becomes 0.92 and is 0.81
when the three facets of the hexagonal pyramid can be seen.

Figure 6.15 SEM micrograph of the InGaN growth on GaN nanowires. Islands with
different sizes are shown indicating that the islands form at the very initial stages
followed by the island growth at constant aspect ratio.

a

1.73 a

2a

Figure 6.16 Schematic of the two possible views of the hexagonal pyramidal islands. The
base is equal to 1.72 times the lattice constant "a" when only two facets are visible
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whereas the measured base would be twice the lattice constant "a" when three facets are
visible.
The measured aspect ratios of the islands of various sizes are plotted in figure
6.17. All the islands fall into one of the two geometries indicating that the islands have a
constant aspect ratio irrespective of the size.
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Figure 6.17 Aspect of the pyramidal islands of different sizes and different InGaN
compositions. Number of facets of the pyramid visible in the plan view controls the ratio.
The steps form a pyramidal shape at very initial stages and grow in size maintain the
aspect ratio. The size of the pyramids has been measured from < 5 nm (smallest) to > 100
nm (largest), corroborating our proposed growth mechanism.
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6.3 Photo activity of InGaN layers

The final step in this study was to measure the photoactivity of the InGaN layers.
GaN nanowires only absorb light in the UV range which is a small fraction of the solar
spectrum. InGaN with a band gap of 2 eV can absorb a large fraction of sun light
increasing the amount of charge carriers generated and aiding in more efficient water
splitting process. Here, we measure the voltage and current generated when the material
absorbs sunlight.

6.3.1 Illuminated OCP

This is the simplest measure of the photoactivity of the material. Figure 6.17
shows the measured photo-voltage on the GaN nanowires and InGaN coated GaN
nanowires. Upon illumination, in both cases, the potential becomes more negative which
is an indication of the material being n-type. In figure 6.18 a, the generated photo-voltage
is

~

20 m V which is small. GaN is a wide band gap material and the AM1.5 sunlight has

small amount of UV that is required for band edge absorption. Hence, the low photovoltage generation as the incident energy is very small to start with. The measurements
were cycled from light to dark for about 10 minutes and the potentials remained stable
indicating that there is no fast degradation of the material in solution.
The photovoltage in the InGaN coated GaN is also in the same order of
magnitude. Since the precursor shielding did not allow for a complete coverage of the
nanowires with InGaN, the system still is only GaN nanowires connected to the substrate
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which would result in the same voltage generation. InGaN has a lower conduction band
than GaN which would prevent electron injection into GaN from InGaN. We need a
completely coated GaN nanowire with InGaN shell contacting the substrate where the
electrons can go from InGaN to the back contact.

-GaN
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Figure 6.18 Illuminated open circuit potential (photo-voltage) measurements on GaN
nanowires a) and GaN nanowires coated with InGaN layers b). Both show the potentials
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become more negative upon illumination which indicates the materials being n-type. The
measured OCP is constant reflecting on the stability of the material.

It is clear that the 3-d mat like nanowire growth with high density is good when
using GaN nanowires directly for applications. However, this is not the right architecture
for InGaN/GaN structures. Vertical arrays of GaN nanowires with reduced density are
needed for our water splitting applications. The time of experiments and flux need to be
tuned to get to vertical GaN nanowire arrays.

6.3.2 Photocurrent

Figure 6.19 is a plot of the current in dark and under illumination (100 m WIcm 2)
measured on InGaN cQated GaN nanowires. There is a definite increase in current with
illumination which is a proof of the photoactivity of the InGaN/GaN. The photo current
onset moved from about 0.35 V to 0.I5V. The photocurrent is in the order of 0.07 rnA
(the electrode area was 0.9 cm2 ). This low current also points to the fact that this could be
a response from GaN nanowires only. It is hence imperative to grow InGaN as a
complete layer on GaN nanowire arrays to achieve the right device architecture.
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Figure 6.19 Photo current measurements on the InGaN/GaN electrode. Potential scan was
performed from -0.05V vs OCP to 0.5 V at a scan rate of25 mY/sec. Photo current onset
occurs at about 0.1 V wrt Ag/AgCl. All the measurements were conducted at an
illumination intensity of 100mW /cm2
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CHAPTER 7

GaSbN: A NOVEL MATERIAL SYSTEM

7.1 Introduction

The right material for spontaneous photoelectrochemical water splitting has to
satisfy the band gap, band edge positions and the stability criteria. To date, none of the
materials being investigated have satisfied all the criteria. Apart from development of
tandem cells, another approach is to search/design a new material that would be a
potential PEC material. Recently, a (Gal-xZnx)(Nl-xOx ) with 0.05< x < 0.22 has been
shown to have promising PEC characteristics. This system fares better than superlattice
structures in terms of absorption in the long wavelength energies.

The material has

shown reasonable stability as well. However, theoretical estimations have shown that the
maximum band gap reduction was 2.6 eV 189 , also measured experimentalll4 indicating
the material to be an inefficient absorber. Studies have also suggested than increasing Zn
content in the alloy increases its photocatalytic activity 63.19o. Band gap reduction to the
tune of 1 eV has been demonstrated in the case of ZnOl_xSex with substitutional Se
addition x < 0.12 but the stability of this alloy has not been studied. Analogous to ZnO,
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GaN provides the right basis to start with for the development of ternary alloys for water
splitting due to the stability and favorable band edge energetics.
InxGal-xN is one of the most widely studied materials for photoelectrochemical
water splitting where about 40-60% indium content is desirable to get the right band gap.
It has been shown theoreticalll 3 and experimentally'91 that such high indium content
leads to instability in the alloy causing phase segregation. Interestingly, not much work
has been focused on antimony based GaN alloys. There are reports on dilute nitrogen
containing GaSb1-xN x alloys where huge band gap bowing has been reported l92 ,193
running into negative band gaps at 8% N 194 . There are no reports on the dilute antimony
content alloys that are likely to show similar band gap bowing with interesting
implications. The only studies in a similar concentration region were focused towards
using antimony as a surfactant in GaN growth 195 ,196 where some new below band gap
emissions were observed. No systematic study of the change in band gap at dilute
antimony compositions in GaSbxN I-x alloys has been reported.
Theoretical modeling was employed to determine the electronic structure of the
GaSbxNl-x alloy at dilute antimony compositionsl 97 ,

7.2 Computational Model

First principle density functional theory (DFT) calculations are performed using
Cambridge Serial Total Energy Package (CASTEP)198 as implemented in the Materials
Studio Software Package (Accelrys Software Inc.), based on local density approximation
(LDA) and generalized gradient approximation (GGA). Ultrasoft pseudopotential '99 is
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used for electron-ion interaction. The incorporation of the Hubbard parameter U (which
is an on-site Coulomb repulsion parameter) in the formalism (LOA/GGA + U) helps
compensate for the well-known "gap problem" for the LDA/GGA formalism by
incorporating a part of the electron correlation absent in LDA/GGA. The U values are
tuned by calculating the bulk GaN and GaSb band gap. This method GGA + U was used
to calculate the band gap, density of states

(~OS)

and optical properties. The geometric

structures in all calculations were optimized using GGA and the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerof
(PBE) correlation function prior to performing the GGA + U calculations. Spin-polarized
GGA + U calculations were performed using an energy cutoff of 600 eV. The imaginary
part of the complex dielectric function from the matrix elements of the position operator
between occupied and unoccupied states within the spin-polarized GGA + U method
implemented in CASTEP are used to calculate the optical spectra and the allowed
transitions determined by the nonzero matrix elements of the position operator. For
accurate determination of the optical properties, sufficient number of points is needed.
Hence we used 5 x 5 x 5k-point grid. Also, we used 100 empty bands for accurate
calculations of conduction bands. Convergence criteria were tested by changes in optical
properties with respect to the number of k points and conduction bands.
A relatively large 72-atom supercell with periodic boundary conditions as shown
In

figure 7.1 a was used for the bulk GaN wurtzite structure simulation. GaSbxN I-x

structures are obtained by substituting up to three N atoms with Sb. In each case, both the
cell volume and atom positions are optimized without any symmetry constraints. A 48atom supercell as shown in figure 7.1 b was considered for zinc blende bulk GaSb
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structure to study the effect of N incorporation into the lattice and also validate the
model.

(b)

(a)

Figure 7.1 a) Optimized 72-atom wurtzite GaN supercell with two substitutional Sb
atoms (in green). b) Optimized 48-atom zinc blende GaSb supercell with two
substitutional N atoms (in blue)197.

The thermal stability analysis of the GaSbxN I-x structures was performed using ab
initio molecular dynamic (MD) simulations on the Born-Oppenheimer potential surface

using the Plane-Wave Self-Consistent Field (PWSCF) code of the QUANTUMESPRESSO package200 . The interatomic forces were calculated using the HellmanFeynman theorem on the self-consistent electronic ground state at each time step,
described by the DFT electronic structure, by solving the equations of motion with an
integration time step of 1 fs. The simulation time of each trajectory is more than 2 ps,
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enough to explore structural changes. Since these alloys will be synthesized at
temperatures close to 500 C, constant-temperature MD simulations were performed using
the Berendsen thermostat201 at 800K starting from the structures optimized in CASTEP.

7.3 Simulation results

The optimized structures shown in in figure 6.1 were optimized. Then, the high
temperature MD simulations conducted to investigate the stability of the alloy showed no
dissociation of the material indicating that the structure is completely stable at the
temperatures of study.
Electronic structures of the optimized structures of GaSbxN I _x and GaSbl_xN x
alloys were calculated. For the dilute antimony containing alloys GaSbxN I _x there is a
monotonous increase in the lattice parameter while there is a monotonous decrease for
dilute nitrogen containing GaSbl_xN x alloys. Considerable local distortions in the lattice
of the alloys occur due to the size and electronegativity mismatch between Nand Sb
atoms. Figure 7.2 shows the change in band gap observed with dilute additions of N in
GaSb and Sb in GaN and the reported experimental band gaps for GaSbl_xN x alloys (x =
0.015 192 ,202 and x = 0.01 i03) to validate the calculations. The GaSbxN I_x alloys show
rapid decrease in the band gap with increasing Sb incorporation
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Figure 7.2 Calculated band gaps for GaSbxN 1_x and GaSb1_xNx alloys as a function of
concentration197 . Experimentally reported band gap values for GaSb1_xNx alloys are also
included for comparison.

The large band gap reduction has also been observed for other highly mismatched
alloys (HMAs

i 04 . III-V hosts with isovalent N and As substituting group V anions are

the most widely studied HMAs. The most successful model to explain this phenomenon
is the band anticrossing (BAC) model. The BAC model incorporates an anticrossing
interaction between localized states of the substitutional isovalent ions and the extended
states of the host III-V semiconductor host. The BAC model is referred to as the
conduction-BAC (CBAC) or valence-BAC (VBAC) depending on whether the impurity
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level is coupled to the conduction or the valence band respectively. The VBAC model
has widely been employed to explain the band gap reduction for number of HMAs205.
Large sized impurities with first ionization energies less than that of the host
anion have their defect states lay near the valence band edge of the host semiconductor.
Antimony is among the largest of the group V species and its energies are near and below
the valence band maximum (YBM) of GaN. The anticrossing interaction causes the
splitting up of bands, restructuring the VBM i.e. shifting it upwards leading to a reduction
in the band gap. The VBM shifts upwards at a rapid rate with increasing Sb concentration
while conduction bands move down at a much slower rate.
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Figure 7.3 a) Calculated band structure, allowed optical transitions and b) PDOS for the
GaSbxN 1_x (0.05 < x < 0.06) alloy197.
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Figure 7.3a shows the calculated band structure for the GaSbN alloys within the
composition 0.05 and 0.06. Splitting of the valence band is clearly evident. Also, as
shown in the projected density of states (PDOS) plot in figure 7.4b, p states of Sb and the
extended sand p states of the host are responsible for the narrowing of the band gap.

7.4 Implications of the band gap reduction

The band gap of2 eV obtained for 0.05 < x < 0.06 is has significant implications
in the visible light absorption properties of the GaSbxN I-x alloys. Apart from the fact that
the calculated band gaps are direct in nature, the huge band gap reduction to 2 eV from
3.4 e V with very little antimony incorporation makes this material system very
interesting for light harvesting applications. However, for the material system to be
suitable for PEe water splitting, the most important characteristic is the band energy
positions.
Figure 7.4 shows the band edge positions of GaSbxN I-x alloy compositions along
with those for GaSb34 and InN34 compared to the hydrogen and oxygen evolution
potentials (pH = 4). Since most of the bowing occurs in the valence band, the conduction
band remains almost at the same energy. In the plot, the vacuum and electrochemical
energy scales had to be unified. The relation used for the conversion from (standard
hydrogen electrode) SHE to vacuum (vac) was

E (SHE) + E(vac) = -4.44
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Figure 7.4 A qualitative comparison of the band edge of GaSbN alloys wrt the hydrogen
and oxygen water splitting potentials. The GaSbl-xN x band edge positions are plotted
using values from literature whereas the GaSbxN I-xvalues are the calculated values in this
studyl97. It is· evident that the GaSbxN I-x alloy straddles the water splitting reaction
potentials.

The composition dependent band gap plot of GaSbxN I-x clearly indicates that at ~
x

=

0.06, the band gap is 2 eV and that the band edges straddle the H2/02 potentials. The

straddle is significant in both ends making this a very significant result. The material
system is one of the most promising systems for spontaneous water splitting. The almost
equal straddle should provide a uniform driving force for the water splitting reaction.
Estimates show that the material should straddle the potentials at moderate (8) to low (1)
pH values.
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The idea of this study was to see if novel alloys could be designed deriving from
the excellent properties of GaN. The addition of 6% Sb is not expected to alter the
stability of the alloy from GaN. Also, this system could be an alternative to the
(GaN)x(ZnO)I-x system which could suffer from charge imbalance resulting from non
isovalent substitutions of Ga with Zn and N with O. More importantly, local defect
centers would be created that could act as charge recombination sites adversely affecting
the PEC water splitting efficiency if the N atom is far away from Ga atom in the matrix.
Hence, GaSbN system is definitely promising and the results show it to be one of
the more promising material systems to pursue for PEC water splitting.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS

In this dissertation, the role of nanowires to act as strain relaxing substrates for
ternary material systems prone to phase segregation was investigated. GaN nanowires
with diameters 15-30 nm with controlled orientation were synthesized to be used as nonrigid substrates. InGaN layers with controlled composition were synthesized on the GaN
nanOWlres in a home built MOCVD reactor. Flow and reaction rate modeling was
performed on the reactor to compare with the observed growth rates. Theoretical
simulations were also performed on dilute antimony containing GaSbN alloys to check
for the band gap and band edge positions.

8.1 GaN nanowire synthesis

•

High density of GaN nanowires with controlled "a" plane and "c" plane orientation
was synthesized on various metal (stainless steel and copper), insulator (quartz) and
semiconductor (silicon and c-GaN) substrates with the same reaction parameters.
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•

"a" plane nanOWlres were obtained during low temperature synthesis on metals
(copper and stainless steel) and high temperature synthesis on insulating (quartz)
substrates.

•

"c" plane nanowires were obtained during high temperature synthesis on metals
(copper and stainless steel) and semiconducting (silicon and c-GaN) substrates.

•

Substrate temperature influences the wetting and nucleation behavior leading to the
formation of nanowires.

•

GaN nanowires can also be synthesized with copper catalyst with interesting
morphologies. Continuous instability of the catalyst droplet leads to a coiled
morphology and bent branches. Directed nanowire growth allows for the formation of
straight nanowires for the growth of nanowire arrays.

8.2 Reactor modeling

•

Growth rate increases with increase in temperature and precursor flow rates while a
reduction in growth rate was observed with increase in pressure and separation of the
substrate from the showerhead.

•

A rapid decrease in growth rate was observed with increase in spacing from 0.5 to 1.5
inch and almost remains constant even at larger distances of 3 and 4.5 inches.

•

A spacing of 1.5-2.5 inch between the showerhead and substrate was optimal in terms
of growth rate and uniformity.

•

Growth rate observed experimentally
rate measured in the simulations

(~

(~

1 ~lm/hr) was very similar to the GaN growth

600 nm/hr).
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8.3 InGaN growth on GaN nanowires

•

InGaN growth started as scattered islands that coalesced into a uniform shell on the
GaN nanowires.

•

Single crystalline shell of InGaN with controlled composition was obtained only on
GaN nanowires of diameters < 30 nm. Thicker nanowires act as rigid planar
substrates leading to polycrystaJline growth.

•

The very high density of GaN nanowires creates a screen, preventing growth on the
nanowires in the lower levels.

8.4 Photoactivity measurements

•

Bare GaN nanowires as well as InGaN on GaN show photovoltage.

•

The InGaN layer is not continuous over the entire length of the nanowire. This could
prevent carriers generated in the InGaN layers from reaching the back contact.

8.S Theoretical simulations of GaSbN

•

GaSbN alloy with < 10% antimony shows a large reduction in band gap from 3.4 eV
to < 2eV.

•

The band edges straddle the water redox potentials at moderate and low pH.

•

GaSbN alloys could be potential materials for PEe water splitting.
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CHAPTER 9

RECOMMENDA TIONS

Growth of high density of GaN nanowire arrays is useful for studies involving
GaN nanowires only. A low density growth of short GaN nanowire array is the ideal
architecture for the epitaxial growth of InGaN on GaN nanowires. This would also be
useful if ALD coating of Ti0 2 is needed to protect the metal from the electrolyte.
Automatic precursor flow controls would be ideal as manual controls can induce
pressure variations that can alter the composition of the alloy. Also, in situ doping as well
as use of more than two precursors at once would be possible. InGaN growth on short
vertical arrays of GaN nanowires would be the ideal architecture for PEC water splitting.
GaSbN needs a very small antimony content

« 10%)

to achieve the right band

gap. Antimony has high vapor pressures which makes high temperature synthesis an
issue where antimony desorbs out very easily. High pressure diamond anvil cells where
GaN powder and antimony powder will be reacted at high temperatures and high
pressures for the incorporation of antimony into GaN.
MOCVD growth of GaSbN using a low temperature nitrogen precursor can be
employed. Since ammonia has high activation temperatures for GaN growth, alternative
precursors which readily react at low temperatures to form GaN (hence InGaN) can be
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used. This would allow for a low temperature synthesis of the GaSbN alloy where
antimony could be retained without evaporation.
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